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WhatDoes MonetaryPolicy Do?
long tradition in monetary economics of searching for a
single policy variable-perhaps a monetaryaggregate, perhapsan interest rate-that is more or less controlledby policy and stably related
to economic activity. Whetherthe variable is conceived of as an indicator of policy or a measureof policy stance, correlationsbetween the
variableand macroeconomictime series are taken to reflect the effects
of monetarypolicy. Conditionsfor the existence of such a variableare
stringent. Essentially, policy choices must evolve autonomously, independentof economic conditions. Even the harshestcritics of monetary authoritieswould not maintainthat policy decisions are unrelated
to the economy. In this paperwe extend a line of work that builds on a
venerable economic tradition to emphasize the need to specify and
estimatebehavioralrelationshipsfor policy. The estimatedrelationships
separate the regular response of policy to the economy from the response of the economy to policy, producinga more accuratemeasure
of the effects of policy changes.
THERE IS A

The views expressedhere are not necessarilythose of the Boardof Governorsof the
FederalReserveSystemor the FederalReserveBankof Atlanta.The authorswould like
to acknowledgewhat they have learned about the implementationof monetarypolicy
from conversationswith Lois Berthaume,Will Roberds, and Mary Rosenbaumof the
FederalReserveBankof Atlanta,CharlesSteindelof the FederalReserve Bank of New
York, MarvinGoodfriendof the FederalReserveBankof Richmond,and SheilaTschinkel. David Petersenof the FederalReserveBankof Atlantahelped both in locatingdata
and in discussingthe operationof the money markets.
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One sometimes encounters the presumption that models for policy
analysis and those for forecasting are sharply distinct: a model that is
useful for policy choice need not fit the data well, and well-fit models
necessarily sacrifice economic interpretability. We do not share this
presumption and aim to show that it is possible to construct economically interpretable models with superior fit to the data.
As the recent empirical literature on the effects of monetary policy
has developed ways of handling more complex, multivariate data sets,
a variety of new models and approaches has emerged. Researchers have
chosen different data sets, made different assumptions, and tended to
emphasize the differences between their results and those of others,
rather than the commonalities. This paper uses a single time frame and
data set to check the robustness of results in the literature and to trace
the nature and sources of the differences in conclusions.
We analyze and interpret the data without imposing strong economic
beliefs. The methods that we employ permit estimation of large timeseries models and thus more comprehensive analysis of the data. The
models integrate policy behavior variously with the banking system,
with demand for a broad monetary aggregate, and with a rich array of
goods and financial market variables to provide a fuller understanding
of the mechanism of monetary transmission. The combination of weak
economic assumptions and large models reveals difficulties of distinguishing policy effects, which other approaches fail to bring out.
The size of the effects attributed to shifts in monetary policy varies
across specifications of economic behavior. We show that most of the
specifications imply that only a modest portion (in some cases, essentially none) of the variance in output or prices in the United States since
1960 can be attributed to shifts in monetary policy. Furthermore, we
point out substantive problems in the models that imply large real
effects on output or prices and argue that correcting these reduces the
implied size of the real effects.
Another robust conclusion, common across these models, is that a
large fraction of the variation in monetary policy instruments can be
attributed to the systematic reaction of policy authorities to the state of
the economy. This is what one would expect of good monetary policy,
but it is also the reason why it is difficult to use the historical behavior
of aggregate time series to uncover the effects of monetary policy.
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Method
We use a class of models called identified vector autoregressions
(VARs) that has only recently begun to be widely used. Nonetheless,
much of the previous empirical research on the effects of monetary
policy uses methods that fit within this general framework. In this
section we describethe framework,summarizehow it differsfromother
popular frameworks, and consider some common criticisms. In the
following section we discuss the ways in which we and othershave put
substantivemeat on this abstractskeleton.
Model Form and Identification

Identifiedvector autoregressionsbreak up the variation in a list of
time series into mutually independentcomponents, according to the
following general scheme. If y(t) is a (k x 1) vector of time series, we
write
in

(1)

A,y(t - s) = A(L)y(t)

,

=

e(t),

s=o

whereL is a lag operatorand the disturbancevector E(t) is uncorrelated
with y(s) for s < t and has an identity covariancematrix.I We assume
thatAOis invertible, which guaranteesthat one can solve equation 1 to
produce
t-I

(2)

y(t)

=

E

CsE(t -

s) + Eoy(t).

s=o

The elements of Cs, treatedas functions of s, are known as the model's
impulse responses because they delineate how each variable in y responds over time to each disturbancein E.2
1 Note that we have omitted any constantterms in the system. There is no loss of
generalityif ones admitsthe possibility thatone of the equationstakes the form yk(t) =
Yk(t - 1), with no errorterm, in which case Yk becomes the constant.
2. We write as if we were sure that a correctmodel can be constructedin the form
of equations 1 and 2 with our list of variables. If we have omitted some important
variable,this assumptionmay be incorrect.A related, but technicallymore subtle point
is madeby Sargent(1984), who notes that it is possible for a representationof the form
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To use this mathematicalstructurefor economic policy analysis, one
has to identify it-give its elements economic interpretations.3The
mathematicalmodel explains all variationin the data as arising from
the independentdisturbances,E. Since we are studying the effects of
monetarypolicy, we need to specify an element of the E vector, or a
list of its elements, that representsdisturbancesto monetarypolicy.
The equationsystem 1 contains one equationfor each element of the E
vector, defining it as a function of currentand past values of y(t). So
specifying the element or elements of E that correspondto monetary
policy is equivalent to specifying an equation or set of equations that
characterizesmonetarypolicy behavior.These equationscan be thought
of as describingrelations among currentand past values of y that hold
exactly when there are no disturbancesto policy. They are, in other
words, policy rules or reaction functions. The remainingequations of
the system describe the nonpolicy part of the economy, and their disturbancesare nonpolicy sources of variationin the economy.
While representationsof the behaviorof the y time series in the form
of equations 1 and 2 exist underfairly general conditions, they are not
unique. Models in this form with differentA and (therefore)C coefficients may imply exactly the same behavior of y. Because the implications of a change in monetarypolicy are determinedby A and C, this
means that models with different policy implicationsmay be indistinguishable on the basis of their fit to the data. When this is true, the
model is said to be unidentified.The natureof the indeterminacyis as
follows. Given any matrix W satisfying W'W = I (that is, any orthonormalmatrix), one can replace E by WE, A(L) by WA(L),and C(L) by
(2) to exist for a list of variableseven though the correspondingform (1) may not be
available. This occurs when C in equation2 is not whatengineerscall a minimumdelay
filter. Intuitively, it occurs when the variablesin y do not respondquicklyenough to E.
While this is important,it is really a special case of the initial point thatone can obtain
misleadingresults by not having the right list of variables.
3. "Identify" is used in various senses in economics. Sometimes, as in this paragraph, an identifiedmodel is one that has an economic interpretation,as opposed to a
reducedform model that merely summarizesthe statisticalpropertiesof the data. But at
other times, a model is said to be identifiedonly when the data to be used in fitting it
are informative about its behavioral interpretation.Often, but not always, in these
situations, more than one behavioralinterpretationcan be given to the same reduced
form. In this paperwe follow commonpracticeby choosing the meaning,dependingon
the context.
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C(L)W', arrivingat a new representationof the same form. Since the
new version of the model is just a linear transformationof the old, it
implies the same time-series properties for the data, y. Only if one
knows enough about the form of A (or, equivalently, C) to rule out
some transformedWAsor CWs as implausible or impossible can the
data lead to the most likely form of A.
We use three sorts of identifying restrictionsto pin down the connection between A and the implied behavior of y. First, we use exact
linear restrictionson the elements of AO,usually simply setting certain
elements to zero. To rely entirelyon these restrictions,one would need
at least k[(k -

1)/2] of them, because a (k x k) orthonormal matrix

has this many free parameters.With this numberof restrictionson the
elements of AO.the restriction equations, together with the k[(k 1)/2] independentrestrictionsin the W'W = I requirement,are sufficient in numberto make Wunique.4We also use probabilisticassertions
about elements of A-that certain values or relations among values of
elements of A are more likely than others. And third, we use informal
restrictionson the reasonablenessof the impulse responses, the Cs in
equation2. The first two types are easy to handle mathematically,but
the latter is not. We use it informally, in that we focus attentionon
resultsthatdo not produceimplausibleimpulseresponses. Ourcriterion
for plausibility is loose. We do not expect to see strongly positive
responses from prices, output, or monetary aggregates to monetary
contraction, nor strongly negative responses from interest rates. Our
informaluse of this sortof identifyinginformationmay give the impression of undisciplined data mining. We could have accomplished the
same, at much greater computationalcost, by imposing our beliefs
about the forms of impulse responses as precise mathematicalrestrictions, but this would not have been any more "disciplined." Ourprocedure differs from the standardpractice of empirical researchersin
economicsonly in being less apologetic. Economistsadjusttheirmodels
until they both fit the data and give "reasonable" results. There is
nothingunscientificor dishonest aboutthis. It would be unscientificor
4. This is an ordercondition,analogousto thatusedfor identificationin simultaneous
equations(SE) modeling. As in SE modeling, thereis always a possibilitythatalthough
thereareenoughequations,they arenot independent,so thata rankconditionfails while
an orderconditionholds.
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dishonest to hide results for models that fit much better than the one
presented (even if the hidden model seems unreasonable), or for models
that fit about as well as the one reported and support other interpretations of the data that some readers might regard as reasonable. We do
nothing of this sort.
Our approach to identification in this paper is very similar to that
followed in the rest of the identified VAR literature, but it differs from
some other approaches to quantitative macroeconomics. In some cases,
the differences correspond to common criticisms of the identified VAR
approach by the advocates of those other approaches.
Comparisons with Other Approaches
Traditional econometric simultaneous equations (SE) modeling
works with systems quite similar in form to those that we deal with. It
begins with a system in the form of equation 1, usually with our assumption that the E vector is uncorrelated across time, and always
without our assumption that E has an identity covariance matrix. With
an unrestricted Ql as a covariance matrix for E, the mathematical structure is subject to a wider range of transformations that leave the model's
implications for data unchanged. While the identified VAR framework
admits an arbitrary orthonormal W as a transformation matrix, the standard SE framework admits an arbitrary nonsingular matrix V in the
same role. So in order to pin down the mapping between E and the data,
the SE approach requires stronger a priori restrictions on A. Traditionally these have taken two forms. One is block triangularity restrictions
on contemporaneous interactions among variables (A, from equation 1)
that are linked to conformable block diagonality restrictions on fQ. Such
a combination breaks the variable list into two components, usually
labeled predetermined and endogenous, respectively. The second form
of restriction adds linear constraints (again, often simply setting coefficients to zero) on the elements of the rows of A corresponding to the
endogenous variables.
To get a feeling for the differences in the requirements for identification between identified VARs and traditional simultaneous equations,
it may help to consider the simplest model. In a two-equation system
with no lags, a single zero restriction on A, suffices for identification
in the identified VAR framework. That is, the system
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(3)

+ al2y2(t)

=

E,(t)

a22y2(t) =

E2(t)
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in which we have imposed the single constrainta21 = 0, has a unique
mapping from A to the stochastic properties(here, simply the covariance matrix)of y. The y vector is implied to have a covariancematrix
Q = (AO'AO)-i, and AOcan be found from fl as the inverse of its unique

uppertriangularsquareroot, or Choleski decomposition. If equation3
is interpretedas a traditionalsimultaneousequationssystem, however,
it is not identified-arbitrary linear combinationsof the two equations
satisfy all the restrictions(since there are none) on the form of the first
equation, while leaving the implicationsof the system for the behavior
of y unchanged.A nonsingularlinear transformationof the system can
replacethe firstequationwith a linearcombinationof the two equations,
while leaving the second equation unchanged. An orthonormallinear
transformationmust change both equationsat once in orderto preserve
the lack of correlationbetween the disturbances.This is why the system
is not identifiedas a standardSE model, but is identifiedas our type of
identifiedVAR model. Called recursive, this kind of system is a wellrecognizedspecial case in the simultaneousequationsliterature.5In this
two-variableversion, a single linearrestrictionon any of the four coefficients in AO,together with the usual identified VAR restrictionthat
the es are uncorrelated,is equivalent to the assumptionin traditional
SE modeling that one of the variablesin the system is predetermined.
Impulseresponsescan be computedfor traditionalSE models as well
as for identified VARs. In an identified VAR, though, the restriction
that Var(E) = I means that, in some circumstances,conclusions about
model behaviorare less dependenton identifying assumptionsaboutA
than in SE models. Consider an example from the discussion below.
One might find that the rows of C(L) that correspondto prices and
interestrates (the first and second rows, say) mostly show prices and
interestrates moving in the same direction, when they show any substantial movement: c,j(s) and c2j(s) have the same sign for most values
of j and s when either clj(s) or c,j(s) is large. One might expect that the

response to a monetary policy shock should show the opposite sign
pattern-c,j(s)

and C2j(S) would move in opposite directions. Then one

5. See, for example, Theil (1971, ch. 9).
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could conclude that monetarypolicy disturbancescannot account for
much of the observed variationin prices and interestrates, regardless
of the specific identifying restrictions.It is true that linear transformations of the system will correspond to linear transformationsof the
disturbances.Some linear transformations(differences, for example)
of responses that have c,j(s) and c2j(s) of the same sign could easily
show c,j(s) and c2j(s) of opposite signs. But orthonormal transformations of responses that all show large movements of clj(s) and c2j(s)

with the same sign cannotproducetransformedresponses that are both
of the opposite sign and also large. In other words, if most of the
disturbancesthat producesubstantialinterestrate responses show substantialprice movementsin the same direction, then it is characteristic
of the data that these two variablestend to move in the same direction.
A monetarypolicy disturbance,which moves the two variables in opposite directions, cannot then be accountingfor more than a small part
of overall variance in interest rates. One could not reach the same
conclusion from a traditionalSE model, because one would have to
admit the possibility of a monetarypolicy shock with large variance,
offset by another shock that also moves prices and interest rates in
opposite directions but is negatively correlated with the monetary
disturbance.
This bringsout one advantageof insistingthata well-specifiedmodel
accountfor all correlationsamongdisturbances,so thatthe disturbances
have an identity covariance matrix. When the historical record shows
a very strongpatternof positive comovementbetween interestratesand
prices, if one believes thatmonetarypolicy disturbanceswould generate
negative comovements, it is reasonableto conclude that monetarypolicy disturbanceshave not been a majorsource of variationin the data.
It seems strainedto insist that monetarypolicy disturbancescould be
important,but tend to be systematicallyoffset by simultaneousprivate
sector disturbances.If this is actuallythe case, it raises questionsabout
the model. Do the offsetting private sector shocks occur because of an
effect of monetarypolicy on the privatesector shocks?If so, our model
implies that once the full effects of a monetarypolicy disturbanceare
accounted for, it does not move interest rates and prices in opposite
directions, which is suspicious. Do the offsetting shocks arise because
of an effect of the private sector on policymaking?If so, this ought to
be taken into account in the model of policy behavior.
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Objections to Identified VAR Modeling

It is sometimes suggested that disturbancesare what is "omitted
from the theory," and that thereforeone cannot claim to know much
about their properties. Note, though, that traditionalassumptions of
predeterminationmake the same kinds of assertions about the lack of
correlation among sources of variation as identified VAR models. If
one really knows nothingaboutthe stochasticpropertiesof disturbance
terms, one will not be able to distinguishdisturbancesfrom systematic
componentsof variation.Furthermore,correlationamongdisturbances
is a serious embarrassmentwhen a model is actually used for policy
analysis. If disturbancesto the monetarypolicy reaction function are
strongly correlatedwith private sector disturbances,how can one use
the system to simulate the effects of variationsin monetarypolicy? In
practice, the usual answer is that simulationsof the effects of paths of
policy variablesor of hypotheticalpolicy rules are conductedunderthe
assumptionthat such policy changes can be made without producing
any change in disturbanceterms in other equations, even if the estimated covariance matrix of disturbancesshows strong correlations.
This is not logically inconsistent, but it amountsto the claim that the
truepolicy disturbanceis thatpartof the reactionfunctionresidualthat
is not correlatedwith other disturbancesin the system. This, in turn, is
equivalent to claiming that the true reaction function is a linear combination of what the model labels the reaction function and the other
equationsin the system whose disturbancesare correlatedwith it. Our
view is that if one is going to do this in the end, the assumptionson the
model thatjustify doing so should be explicit from the beginning.
Advocates of traditionalSE models are also sometimes puzzled by
the focus on policy shocks (the E vector) in the identified VAR approach. This is largely a semantic confusion. As we point out above,
identifyingpolicy shocks is equivalentto identifyingequationsfor policy reaction functions. In addition, distinguishing these shocks from
other sources of disturbanceto the system is equivalentto identifying
the nonpolicy equationsof the model, which determinethe response of
the system to policy actions or to changes in the policy rule. The
prominenceof shocks in presentationsof identifiedVAR resultsmerely
reflects a sharp focus on the model's characteristicsas a probability
model of the data. In practice, traditionalSE approachesoften focus
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on the equations and treat the rest of the stochastic structurecasually.
Identified VAR results are often presented as tables or charts of responses to shocks, the Cs in equation 2. But these carry exactly the
same informationaboutthe model as the As in equation 1, the equation
coefficients that are more commonly presentedin traditionalSE modeling approaches.Presentationsof SE models also often include simulations of the model with variouskinds of perturbations.The Cs can be
thought of as a systematic set of simulations, of responses to a range
of types of disturbancethat is wide enough to display all aspects of the
model's behavior.
IdentifiedVAR models are sometimes faulted, as are SE models, in
terms of the rational expectations critique, as follows. Some of the
dynamic of these models arises from the formation of the public's
expectations. The models have been used to examine the effects of
makinglarge, permanentchanges in policy rules. The policy equations
are replacedby possible new rules, andthe remainingequations, which
incorporatethe public's expectations, are left unchanged.The rational
expectationscritiquepoints out that such exercises are potentiallymisleading because they contradict the probability structureof the estimated model. The model is fit to historical data underthe assumption
that variationin policy can be accountedfor by the model's stochastic
disturbances-the additiveerrortermsin the policy reactionfunctions.
In the simulationexperiment,quite a differentform of policy variation
is examined. If such variationis not historically unprecedented,there
is a misspecificationin the model: somethingthatthe model's structure
implies is impossible has actually occurredin the past. This contradiction invalidates the assumptionthat the dynamics of expectationsformation remain stable when the policy rule is changed.
The rationalexpectationscritiquereiteratesthe generalprinciplethat
caution is necessary in extrapolatingmodels to situations that are far
fromthe historyto which they have been fit. Yet to use a model requires
applying it to situations that deviate to some extent from past experience. It is interestingand useful to try changing the policy rules equations in a model, holding the other equations fixed, so long as one
recognizes that this is just a convenient way of generatinga sequence
of disturbancesto the policy rule originally estimated. Concernabout
extrapolatingthe model too far is justified when the implied sequence
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of policy disturbancesdiffers substantiallyby size or serial correlation
propertiesfrom what has been observed historically.
Although the rationalexpectationscritique was initially formulated
as an attack on traditionalSE modeling and has also been directed
against identified VAR modeling, it actually applies to all forms of
macroeconomicmodeling. The critique emphasizes that policy should
always be modeled as stochasticandthatthe public's behaviordepends
on its uncertaintyabout policy. Thereforeone should regardthe exercise of simulating a model with a policy rule different from what has
been fit to history only as one convenient way to generate a sequence
of stochastic disturbancesto policy.
Another branchof quantitativemacroeconomics, the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium(DSGE) approach, arose largely as a response to the rationalexpectationscritique.6Althoughadvocatesof this
approach fault traditional SE and identified VAR models for being
insufficientlyattentiveto the rationalexpectationscritique,the methods
that have been used to examine the effects of policy underthe DSGE
approachare equally subject to the critique. The DSGE approachhas
often embracedthe idea that the only kinds of policy changes that are
worth studying are those that are historicallyunprecedented,are completely unexpectedby the agents populatingthe model, and will never
be reversed. In this situation, DSGE models do give an internallyconsistent answer as to the effects of the policy change. But the need for
caution remains as great as in traditionalSE models. Any evidence in
the data about the effects of such an unprecedentedpolicy shift has to
be entirely indirect-an extrapolation,based on a priori assumptions,
to a rangeof experiencebeyond thatto which the model has been fitted.
And the results, despite being internallyconsistent, are answers to an
uninterestingquestion:DSGEmodels areusuallyused in policy analysis
to describe the effects of a type of policy change that never in fact
occurs. The models that have now evolved from traditionalSE models
often trace out the effects of nonstochastic shifts in policy reaction
functions using rational expectations, as do most DSGE models. Al6. The DSGE approachis more commonly known as the real business cycle approach. But while it initially used models without nominal rigidities or any role for
monetarypolicy, the methodologyhas now been extendedto modelsthatincludenominal
rigidities;see, for example, Jinill Kim (1996).
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though advocates of the two types of models make very different
choices about the trade-offs between model abstraction,internalconsistency, and fit to the data, the inherentlimitationsof simulatingnonstochastic shifts in policy rules are common to both DSGE and the
newer SE-style models.7
Note the common thread in the criticisms of the identified VAR
approachfrom the SE modeling side andthe DSGE modelingside: both
are uncomfortableabout treating policy as random. Some would say
that one cannot contemplateimprovingpolicy as if one could choose it
rationallyand, at the same time, think of policy as a randomvariable.
This notion is simply incorrect. Examinationof historicalpolicy decisions clearly shows thatpolicy pursuesmultipleobjectives in an uncertain environment.Economists with the Boardof Governorsof the Federal Reserve System andthe regionalFederalReservebankscollect and
analyze a large body of economic information,on which the Federal
OpenMarketCommitteebases its decisions. Committeememberscomparestaff forecastsof a wide rangeof macroeconomicvariablesagainst
their own desired paths for these variables. Each member's policy
choice minimizes a loss function, subject to a set of ancillary constraints, such as a desire to smooth interestrates and avoid disrupting
financialmarkets. Federal Reserve policy is an outgrowthboth of the
members' economic concerns and of the dynamic interplay among
members. The result of this process is surely as randomas any other
aspect of economic behavior.
When one considers offering advice on currentor futurepolicy decisions, one would not ordinarilypropose to flip a coin, but this does
not mean that it is a mistaketo thinkof policy choice as the realization
of a random variable. Choices that are made systematically by one
person or group are likely to be unpredictableby others. If, in a break
with the past, monetarypolicy were to be set by a single, internally
consistent, rational policymaker, the public would be surprised and
would most likely remainuncertainfor some time that the new pattern
would persist. Therefore, even if modeling efforts were addressedto
7. Examplesof the newer SE-style models include Bryant(1991), Bryant,Hooper,
and Mann (1993), Taylor (1993), and, in principle, the new Federal Reserve Board
model describedin Braytonand Tinsley (1996). An importantdesign goal of this new
model is the ability to simulateboth deterministicrule shifts with rationalexpectations
and policy changes modeled as shocks to the existing rule.
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this hypotheticalunified,rationalpolicymaker,one shouldmodelpolicy
choices as the realizationof randomvariableswhen tracingtheirimpact
on the economy.
Policy analystswho workwith models generallyunderstanda DSGEstyle analysis of nonstochasticchanges in policy rule to characterize
effects of policy changes in the long run, and analysis of the effects of
policy shocks with a fixed reaction function equation to characterize
short-runeffects.8 This is a reasonableinterpretation,by and large. It
recognizes that if it is realistic to contemplate changing supposedly
nonstochasticcoefficients in policy reactionfunctions, this is a source
of inaccuracy in the model and is grounds for caution in long-run
extrapolations.It also recognizes that a DSGE-style analysis of policy
rule shifts cannotbe appliedto projectingthe effects of policy changes
of the type, and over the time horizons, that are the main subject of
policy discussion, because it models policy as nonstochastic. Ideally,
one would like a model without either limitation, whose stochastic
characterizationof policy behaviorencompassedall the kinds of shifts
in policy thatone actuallyconsiders. In such a model, every interesting
and plausible policy change, including those that it seems naturalto
describe as changes in policy rule, could be expressed as a sequence of
shocks to the model's drivingrandomvariables.Therearea few models
in the literaturethat go some way toward this goal, for example, by
modeling policy as switching between linearrules with additiveerrors,
according to some well-defined Markov process. But the analytical
difficulties raised by even simple models like this are substantial.
We should add that this sharp contrast between the approach of
DSGE modelers to the analysis of policy changes and our own reflects
only a difference of practice. There is nothing in principle that ties
DSGE models to the approachthat researchershave commonly taken
when applyingthem to policy analysis. Indeed, Eric Leeper and ChristopherSims, andJinill Kim presentexamples of DSGEmodels in which
8. Anotherway in which policy analysts sometimes characterizethe distinction is
to label the effects of policy shocks (with the policy equationcoefficients fixed) as the
effects of unanticipatedpolicy changes, and the effects of nonstochasticchanges in
policy rule as the effects of anticipated,or credible, policy changes. We regardthis
distinctionas muchless helpful thanthe long- and short-rundistinction.It may encourage the idea that there is some choice as to whetherpolicy changes will be credible
when first announced.In fact, credibility can only arise from a consistent patternof
action.
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careful attentionis paid to modeling the stochastic structureof policy,
thereforeallowing examinationof the effects of both stochasticdisturbances to policy and deterministicchanges in policy rule.9
Nor is there any fundamentalconflict between the mathematicsof
our modeling approachin this paper and that of DSGE models. Our
model is linear, whereas most DSGE models are nonlinear;but their
nonlinearitiesare not usually strong. Indeed, one common approachto
solving and fitting DSGE models to the data is to take a linear approximation to them arounda steady state. A linearized DSGE model becomes a VAR model, with a particularpatternof identifyingrestrictions
on its coefficients. Since linearizedDSGE models are generally much
more strongly restrictedthan identified VAR models, there are many
fewer free parametersto estimate. However, the kinds of restrictions
that are used to identify VAR models are often imposed as a subset of
the restrictionsused in DSGE models, so that identifiedVAR models
can be thoughtof as weakly restrictedlinearizedDSGE models.
This is what, in fact, distinguishes the DSGE from the identified
VAR modeling approach.The formerbegins with a complete interpretation of each source of stochastic disturbancein the model, invoking
many conventional but arbitraryrestrictions on functional forms of
utility and productionfunctions and on stochasticpropertiesof disturbances. The fitted model can tell the full story about how, and by what
means, each source of disturbanceaffects the economy. The identified
VAR modeling approach,by contrast,begins with an unidentifiedtimeseries model of the economy and introduces identifying information
cautiously. The fittedmodel then fits the data well, usually much better
than DSGE models of the same data, but tells only an incompletestory
about each source of disturbance.In an identifiedVAR, many sources
of disturbancetypically are not completely interpreted,but are merely
identifiedas partof a vector of privatesector shocks, for example, that
may mix technology shocks and taste shocks. The effects of monetary
policy disturbanceson the economy may be traced out, but how those
effects worktheirway throughthe behaviorof investorsandconsumers
may not be completely apparent.
Each approachhas its advantagesand its disadvantages.The identified VAR approachmay give a more accurateimpressionof the degree
9. Leeperand Sims (1994); Jinill Kim (1996).
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of uncertaintyabout the model's results. It also reduces the chance of
attributingto the data a result that actually flows almost entirely from
initial ad hoc modeling assumptions. At the same time, the identified
VAR approachdoes not provideas convenienta frameworkfor applying
a priori knowledge or hypotheses about the structureof the economy.
After consideringalternativesto andcriticismsof the identifiedVAR
approach, we conclude that such strictly linear, weakly identified
models do have limitations.We would not be comfortableextrapolating
our estimates of policy effects to regimes of hyperinflationor to very
differentfiscal policy environments,for example.'0 But we regardit as
an advantage,not a defect, that our approachrecognizes the stochastic
natureof variationin policy.
Inference

We take the perspective of the likelihood principle in measuring
model fit and assessing how well various hypotheses accord with the
data. That is, we understandthe task of reportingefforts at statistical
model-fitting as characterizingthe shape of the likelihood function.
Most econometricprocedurescan be interpretedas reasonablefromthis
perspective. However, it is differentfrom that which is usually taught
in econometricscourses, andit does have implicationsthatshouldaffect
practice in some areas, particularly when, as in this paper, nearnonstationarymodels, or models with large numbersof parameters,are
being considered."
In discussing ourresultsbelow, we do not presentmeasuresof model
fit and test the restrictionsin the models. Such tests can be useful as
part of describing the likelihood function, but the models that we are
dealing with are, for the most part, only weakly overidentified.That
is, they are almost as unrestrictedas an unidentified reduced form
model. Accordingly, they tend to fit very well relative to such unidentified reduced form models, and this is neither surprising nor very
powerfulevidence in favor of the interpretationsof the data that they
10. Actually, we would be equally uncomfortableextrapolatingpolicy effects implied by DSGE models that are fitted or calibratedto U.S. data to such situations, but
for somewhatdifferentreasons.
1. See Bergerand Wolpert(1988) for a generaldiscussion of the likelihood principle, and Gelman and others (1995) for an approachto applied statistical work that
takes this perspective.
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embody. We do presenterrorbands aroundthe impulse responses that
we trace out for our models. 12 These are importantbecause, in many
cases, differences in the forms of their implied responses to monetary
policy shocks influenceour conclusions abouthow reliablemodels are.
We would not want to be choosing between models on the basis of
differences in their implied impulse responses if estimates of those
responses were not, in fact, sharplydetermined.
In models as large as some of those that we consider here, the
likelihood function itself can be ill behaved. This propertyis relatedto
the well-known tendency of estimates to become unreasonablewhen
degrees of freedom are low. We thereforemultiply all the likelihood
functions that we discuss by a probabilitydensity function that downweights models with large coefficients on distantlags or with explosive
dynamics.'3This probabilitydensity function plays the formal role of
a Bayesian prior distribution,but it is not meant as a summaryof all
the prior informationthat we might have about model parameters.It
only reflects a simple summaryof beliefs that are likely to be uncontroversialacross a wide rangeof usersof the analysis. Ourmethodology
allows discussion of largermodels thanhas been feasible with previous
approaches.

Identifying Monetary Policy
The historyof empiricalworkin identifyingmonetarypolicy consists
largely of expandingmodel scale; progressin understandingmodels at
one scale has providedthe basis for expansionto morecomplex models.
Most of this history is described in the identified VAR framework,
although much of it predates the codification of this framework. To
some extent, though, we are describingnot an evolution over time, but
12. These errorbands have an intuitive interpretation:they correspondto regions
within which the impulse responses lie with some stated probability,given what we
have discovered about the model from the data. Thus they are not classical confidence
bands or regions, which are very difficult to constructand of dubious usefulness for
models like these. See Sims and Zha (1995) for furtherdiscussion.
13. Such a probabilitydensity function is sometimes called a referenceprior. Our
referenceprioris describedin appendixB, andour methodologyis given a moregeneral
context in Sims and Zha (1996).
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a layering of evidence producedby models of different levels of complexity, all of which are influencingeconomists even now.
The simplest level of evidence involves bivariatemodeling, in which
a single variableis takenas a measureof the stanceof monetarypolicy.
In this context, the monetary policy measure is usually taken to be
predetermined.
Timing Patterns

Part of the strength of the view that monetarypolicy has been an
importantgeneratorof business cycle fluctuationscomes from certain
patternsin the data, apparentto the eye. Forexample, as figure 1 shows,
most postwar recessions in the United States have been preceded by
rising interestrates. If one thereforeconcludes thatmost postwarrecessions in the United States have been precededby periods of monetary
tightening, the evidence for an importantrole of monetarypolicy in
generating recessions seems strong. While it can be shown that one
variableleading anotherin timing is neithera necessarynor a sufficient
condition for its being predeterminedin a bivariatesystem of the form
of equation 1, it is often assumed, probably correctly, that the two
conditions are at least likely to occur together; so a graph like this
influences beliefs about the effects of monetarypolicy.
But a little reflection turns up problems of interpretation-identification problems-that are pervasive in this area. In general, interest
rates were rising from the 1950s throughthe 1970s, but interest rates
fall sharply after business cycle peaks. How much of the patternthat
strikes the eye comes simply from the rising trendinteractingwith the
post-peakrate drops?The only cyclical peak that is not precededby an
increase in interest rates is also the only peak since the early 1980sthat is, the only one to occur during a period of generally declining
interest rates. Interestrates are cyclical variables. A numberof other
variablesshow patternslike that in figure 1. For example, the producer
price index for crude materials (PCM), shown in figure 2, presents a
patternvery similar to that in figure 1 for the period since 1960, if
anything,with more clearly definedcyclical timing. In orderto control
inflation,monetarypolicy must set interestrates systematically, reacting to the state of the economy. If it does so, then whether or not it
influencesreal activity, a patternlike figure 1 could easily emerge.
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In what might be regarded as an early real business cycle model,
James Tobin showed that the timing patterns that monetarists had been
documenting in order to support models in which monetary policy contributes to generating cycles could also emerge in a model in which
monetary policy plays no such role."' He answered the rich array of
informally interpreted time-series evidence presented by Milton Friedman and other monetarists with a simple dynamic general-equilibrium
model that provides an alternative interpretation of essentially the same
facts. Although both the analysis of the empirical evidence and the
theoretical models have since grown more complex, in many respects
the interplay between data and models today echoes the Friedman-Tobin
debate.
The recent literature has studied the joint behavior of larger sets of
relevant time series. It has begun to explore the gap between textbook
macroeconomic models-with a single money stock and a single interest rate-and the real world of monetary policy, with multiple definitions of the money stock, reserves borrowed and unborrowed, and
multiple interest rates. The new counterarguments against the monetarists are based on stochastic, rather than deterministic, dynamic generalequilibrium models and aim to account for more than the simple timing
relationships that Tobin has addressed.
Money and Income: Post Hoc, Ergo Propter Hoc, Redux
Although monetarist policy is out of fashion, the statistical timeseries regularities that made it plausible remain. Their monetarist interpretation retains its surface appeal, and it remains an important test of
other policy approaches that they be able to explain these regularities. 15
Surprise changes in the stock of money ("innovations" in the money
stock) are persistent and predict subsequent movements in both prices
and output in the same direction. As Milton Friedman has argued, this
14. Tobin (1970).
15. Benjamin Friedman and Kuttner (1992) present evidence that the monetarist
statistical regularities have weakened for the period 1970-90, in comparison with the
period 1960-79. But while the relationships are statistically weaker in the latter period,
the smaller effects do not seem to be estimated so precisely as to strongly contradict the
results from the earlier period. Moreover, there is some indication that the relationships
have grown stronger in the most recent data.
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relationship is more than a correlation and a timing pattern. 16 The timing
of cyclical peaks is notoriously sensitive to differencing or other filtering of the data. However, no method of data filtering changes the fact
that monetary aggregates contain substantial variation that past output
data do not help to predict, or that this variation in money does help to
predict future output. The response of the price level to a money stock
innovation is smooth and slow; the response of output is quicker and
less sustained; innovations in prices and output have little predictive
power for money. Figure 3 shows how the impulse responses of a
monthly VAR in MI, a measure of the consumer price index (CPI),
and real GDP (Y), fit over the period from January 1960 through March
1996, summarize these regularities. II A model with a measure of M2
in place of MI presents a similar picture, although it implies that output
has a more persistent response to an M2 surprise.
The smooth, slow response of prices does not easily fit a rational
expectations monetarist view that treats money stock surprises as equivalent to price surprises: the money surprise leads to very predictable
inflation only after a delay. But a more eclectic monetarist viewholding that money's effects arise from a variety of temporary frictions
and money illusion but dissipate over time-is quite consistent with the
qualitative results in the right-hand column of figure 3. Note, though,
that the graphs on each row share a common scale, so that the three
16. Friedman does not formulate the point in quite this way. But in his writings,
often in the context of qualitative discussion of historical episodes, he repeatedly emphasizes that influences of current and past business activity on the money supply are
weak, while the predictive value of changes in the money stock for future output is
large. This amounts to claiming that monetary aggregates are close to predetermined in
a bivariate system that relates a monetary aggregate to a measure of real activity. The
rational expectations version of monetarism formalized this claim in language now used
in the identified VAR literature. It has interpreted innovations in monetary aggregates
as policy disturbances, which is equivalent to taking the money stock to be predetermined; see, for example, Barro (1977).
17. In this paper we use a number of series that, like GDP here, do not exist at the
monthly level of time aggregation. In each case, we use related series to interpolate the
quarterly data, according to the methods described in appendix A. Henceforth, we do
not point out such interpolated series in the text. All variables are defined in appendix
A, and, unless otherwise stated, our estimation period is January 1960 through March
1996 with six lags (so that the first data used are for July 1959). We measure all variables
in log units, except for interest rates and the unemployment rate. In the figures, however,
scales present the percent (or, in the case of rate variables, percentage point) deviations
of underlying variables, not log variables.
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Figure3. Impulse ResponseFunctionsfor a Three-VariableModel IncludingMl,
RecursiveIdentificationa
Shockto variable
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Source: Authors' vector autoregressions (VARs), as described in text, using data described in appendix A.
a. Each cett depicts the forty-eight-monthresponse of the given row variabteto a shock to the given cotumn variabte. Dashed
tines are 68 percentprobabititybands,estimatedpoint by point;they would correspondapproximatelyto one standarderrorbands
if the posterior probability density function had a jointly normal shape. The system is estimated by using the reference prior
described in appendix B. Impulse responses are orthogonalized recursively in the order shown, with the innovation in the last
listed variableuntransformed,the innovationin the second to last takenas orthogonalto thatin the last, and so on. The estimation
includes six lags and a constant.
b. Percentdeviationfrom initial level.

responses displayed in the middle row "add up" (in a mean-square
sense) to an explanation for all the variation in output. The proportion
accounted for by money surprises is small. Furthermore, the error bands
show that versions of the model with no response from real output to
money surprises are not strongly inconsistent with the data (they seem
to be within a two standard error band). This model is therefore not
consistent with the view that most business cycle fluctuations arise from
random fluctuations in monetary policy. Although it is rarely emphasized, the weakness of the statistical relation between monetary aggregates and real activity was noted even in early studies that used careful
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time-series methods and has recently been reconfirmed by Benjamin
Friedman and Kenneth Kuttner.18
Interest Rates
Sims points out elsewhere that although little of the variation in
monetary aggregates is predictable from data on past prices and output,
a considerable amount can be predicted once information on past interest rates is taken into account. 19The component of money variation that
is predictable from interest rates is more strongly related to output
changes than are other components. The proportion of output variation
attributable to money stock surprises drops substantially in a system
that includes a short interest rate. This pattern is confirmed by figure 4,
which shows that in a system including an interest rate on federal funds
(RF), money innovations lose much of their predictive power for
output. 20
The liquidity effect-a decrease in nominal interest rates accompanying monetary expansion-is an important feature in many theories of
the monetary transmission mechanism. The responses to money innovations in this system, displayed in the fourth column of figure 4, show
what is sometimes called the liquidity puzzle: the interest rate declines
only very slightly and temporarily as MI jumps upward.2' Central bankers usually think of themselves as controlling monetary aggregates by
means of interest rates, with lower interest rates inevitably accompanying a policy-generated expansion of MI. The estimated pattern of
18. See Sims (1972), for an example of an early study, and Friedman and Kuttner
(1992).
19. Sims (1980a).
20. Todd (1990) shows that the finding implied by the point estimates in Sims
(1980a) and reproduced in figure 4-that money innovations have essentially no predictive power for output once interest rates are introduced-is not robust. However, the
finding that interest rate innovations have more predictive power for output than do
money innovations is robust across sample periods, time units, and variable definitions
in Todd's study. A version of figure 4 formed with M2 would show that in the move
from a three-variable model to a four-variable model, the predictive power of M2
variations is less diminished than that of M I innovations; but, in line with Todd's results,
replacing MI with M2 leaves unchanged the phenomenon that interest rate innovations
have more predictive power for output than do money innovations.
21. For a discussion of the difficulties that empirical researchers have had in finding
a decline in interest rates following a monetary expansion, see Leeper and Gordon
(1992).
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Figure 4. Impulse Response Functionsfor a Four-VariableModel,
RecursiveIdentificationa
Shockto variable
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Source:Authors'VARs, as described in text, using data described in appendixA.
a. For explanationof the figure, see figure 3, note a.
b. Percentdeviation from initial level; for RF, percentagepoint deviation.

response to a money innovation, with little or no reduction of interest
rates as Ml rises, therefore seems to contradict common sense. The
liquidity effect, which hypothesizes that the policy-induced increased
liquidity of a monetary expansion should lower interest rates, does not
seem to be present.
This is not a problem for the interest rate innovation shown in the
third column of figure 4. If this column is interpreted as representing a
monetary contraction, it shows a strong liquidity effect: money contracts quickly and stays persistently below average following an interest
rate jump that is itself persistent. After an initial delay of about six
months, output begins to decline persistently. But here one encounters
what has been called the price puzzle. The top panel of the third column
shows that prices rise steadily following an interest rate innovation.
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Interpreting the third column as a monetary contraction therefore requires accepting that monetary contraction produces inflation, which
seems as unlikely as the notion that monetary expansion does not lower
interest rates.
The fourth column, if it is the monetary policy shock, displays a
liquidity puzzle. However, this and the price puzzle of the third column
might be eliminated by taking something close to a difference of the
two columns. The third column less the fourth would show a positive
movement in the funds rate that is less persistent than that in the third
column, a negative movement in MI that is more pronounced than in
either column individually, a negative movement in Y with less of an
initial positive blip as in the third column but with less persistence, and
little movement in CPI. In fact, a set of restrictions on A, that in itself
has some appeal delivers approximately this result. We present this
very small model not as a preferred interpretation of the data, but as an
illustration of types of reasoning and interpretation that we apply in
more complicated settings, below.
Suppose that, because data on the price level and output emerge only
after complex and time-consuming collection and processing, monetary
policymakers do not respond within the month to changes in CPI and
Y. Suppose, further, that CPI and Y are not responsive within the month
to changes in RF and MI. The justification for this assumption is that
there are planning processes involved in changing output and in changing the prices of final goods. This is not to say that CPI and Y show no
short-run changes. Crop failures, new inventions, consumer dissatisfaction with the new fall line of coats can all result in such short-run
variation. But the financial signals embodied in monetary variables are
postulated to influence CPI and Y smoothly over time, and very little
within a month. This set of restrictions can be displayed in a matrix of
Xs and blanks as follows:
Sector

Variable

CPI

Y

P
P

CPI
Y

X
X

X
X

I

RF

X

X

F

Ml

RF

Ml

X

X

X

X

The Xs indicate coefficients in A, that are unrestricted, and the blanks
indicate coefficients that are postulated to be zero. The first row gives
the names of the variables, and the first column gives the names of the
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sectors in which disturbances or shocks originate. The F shock represents random variation in Federal Reserve behavior, the two P shocks
represent the behavior of private sector variables that do not respond
quickly to financial signals, and the I shock represents other disturbances to private sector behavior ("I" stands for information, meaning
that this component of nonpolicy behavior responds quickly to new
information).22 The two P equations have the same restrictions and are
therefore indistinguishable. They can be premultiplied by any orthonormal (2 x 2) matrix and yet satisfy the same restrictions. Since these
two equations do not have separate interpretations, we normalize them
arbitrarily by changing the Y coefficient in the first row from an X to a
blank. This results in a system that is overidentified by one restriction.
The results of estimating this system are displayed in figure 5.
The fourth column of figure 5 is a plausible candidate for a measure
of the effect of tightening monetary policy. RF rises initially, but returns to its original level over the course of about a year. MI declines,
and most of the variation in MI is accounted for by these policy disturbances. Y declines persistently, but not much of the overall variance
in output is attributed to the policy disturbance. CPI moves negligiblyvery slightly downward. There are some problems with the interpretation. Since the output decline is so small (only about a tenth of a
percent), the price decline is negligible, and the interest rate increase
is so temporary, it is hard to understand why MI responds so strongly
and persistently (almost a full percentage point).
The first three columns show that every private sector shock that
implies inflation elicits a contractionary response from the interest rate.
As we observe above, in discussing the robustness of conclusions from
identified VARs, this means that certain aspects of the results are not
sensitive to the identifying assumptions. Most of observed variation in
the interest rate is accounted for by these endogenous responses, not
by what have been identified as policy shocks. Most of the variation in
output and prices is accounted for by the first and third columns, which
22. We could have labeled this equationMD-for money demand-as it contains
contemporaneouslyall four of the traditionalargumentsof liquidity preferencein an
ISLMmodel. However, over muchof our sampleperiod, most of the depositsthatmake
up MI paid interest,so a shortinterestratesuch as RF did not representthe opportunity
cost of holding MI. Probablymore important,in this small model this sector has to be
the locus of all nonpolicy effects on the interestrate and MI. Thereforewe would not
insist that this equationbe interpretedas money demand.
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Figure 5. Impulse ResponseFunctionsfor a Four-VariableModel,
NonrecursiveIdentificationa
Shockto sector
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Source:Authors'VARs, as describedin text, using data describedin appendixA.
a. Forexplanationof the figure,see figure3, note a.
b. Percentdeviation from initial level; for RF, percentagepoint deviation.

look like supply shocks, in that they move prices and output in opposite
directions. The response of interest rates to the inflationary shock is at
least as strong in these cases as when output moves in the same direction
as prices, as in the second column. From figures 4 and 5, it appears
that there is no possibility of transforming the system to produce a
column in which interest rate increases are followed by substantial price
declines. It might be possible, by approximately differencing the second
and third columns of figure 5, to produce another pattern similar to that
in the fourth but with stronger output effects and weaker effects on M1.
Although this model is simple, the basic approach-excluding certain variables from a contemporaneous impact on policy behavior, while
asserting that certain private sector variables respond only with a delay
to financial variables-has been followed in one form or another in the
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identified VAR literature since Sims's work in the mid- 1980s, at least.23
Nonetheless, this model cannot be a stopping place in our analysis.
Analysts use an array of additional variables-for
example, stock
prices, long interest rates, exchange rates, commodity price indexesto forecast prices and output, and Federal Reserve behavior could certainly depend on such indicators of the state of the economy. By omitting such variables, we relegate their effects to the disturbance term.
Reserves
Ml responds quickly to private sector behavior and is not directly
controlled in the short run by the Federal Reserve. This suggests that
one should expect problems in interpreting MI suprises as disturbances
to monetary policy. One way to circumvent the fact that much of the
variation in MI is demand determined is simply to replace Ml with a
reserve aggregate that the Federal Reserve arguably might control more
directly. Textbook discussions of the money multiplier might lead one
to think that this would not qualitatively change the results. But this is
not the case. Consider figure 6, which shows what happens when one
replaces MI by total reserves adjusted for changes in reserve requirements (TR) in the model of figure 3.24 The output response to a money
shock, already modest in figure 3, has almost completely disappeared,
and the price response is also much weaker. It is possible that this result
is moving closer to the truth: by using Ml or a measure of M2, one can
confuse endogenous components of the monetary aggregate with policy
disturbances, thus exaggerating the effects of policy. However, we
23. Sims (1986).
24. We have discovered in the course of our work that "adjustmentfor changes in
reserverequirements"has dubiouseffects on the reserve series. Because of the way in
which the series is constructed, the ratio of adjusted to unadjustedreserves varies
substantiallyfrom monthto month, even in periodswhen there is no change in reserve
requirements,because of fluctuationsin the distributionof deposits across categories
with different reserve requirements.This creates a componentof demand-determined
fluctuationsin "reserves" that has nothingto do with the FederalReserve's actions to
change the volume of reserves. In our modeling, we have sometimes found that even
the signs of responsesof adjustedand unadjustedreservesdifferedand that unadjusted
reserves seemed to have a strongerrelation to other nominal variablesthan adjusted
reserves. Unadjustedreserves does show occasional large jumps-when requirements
change and the change is accommodatedby the FederalReserve-that do not have the
same effects as reservechanges unaccompaniedby changes in requirements.This topic
deserves furtherexploration.
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Figure 6. Impulse ResponseFunctionsfor a Three-VariableModel Including
Total Reserves,RecursiveIdentificationa
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Source:Authors'VARs, as describedin text, using data describedin appendixA.
a. For explanationof the figure,see figure 3, note a.
b. Percentdeviation from initial level.

show below that it is equally possible to maintain that reserves contain
a substantial demand-determined component, so that neither surprise
changes in reserves nor surprise changes in the money stock are good
measures of monetary policy.25
Three studies-by Steven Strongin; Lawrence Christiano, Martin
Eichenbaum, and Charles Evans; and Ben Bernanke and Ilian Mihovintroduce some details of the banking system to analyze the consequences of the Federal Reserve's allocation of total reserves between
borrowed and nonborrowed reserves.26 By concentrating exclusively on
25. Gordonand Leeper(1994) estimateseparatemodels with reservesand with M2
as the monetaryaggregate.Their models are largerand use quite differentidentifying
assumptionsthanours here, and they obtainquite differentresults.
26. Strongin (1995); Christiano, Eichenbaum,and Evans (1996); Bernanke and
Mihov (1995).
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the reserves market, thus entirely omitting consumer-level monetary
aggregates from the model, this line of work downplays the importance
of private sector money demand behavior. These models also tend to
assume a recursive economic structure, with sluggish private sector
variables appearing first in the recursive ordering. In addition, the authors typically do not discuss thoroughly the restrictions on nonpolicy
equations that are necessary to justify their interpretations. Bernanke
and Mihov address this shortcoming by providing economic interpretations for the banking sector equations in Strongin's and in Christiano,
Eichenbaum, and Evans's models.27 These interpretations involve restrictions not imposed by the original authors.
These reserves models can be understood in the context of a sixvariable system, including output, the price level, commodity prices
(PC), the federal funds rate, nonborrowed reserves (NBR), and total
reserves. The work summarized here excludes the discount rate on the
grounds that it is an administered rate that does not play an important
role in month-to-month policy decisions. The infrequent changes in the
discount rate are taken to be mainly delayed responses to already existing information. The following informal table describes the models
in terms of their A, matrices:
CPI

PC

Sector

Variable

Y

P
P

Y
CPI

C
C

C

I
F
B
B

PC

c

c

c

RF
NBR
TR

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

RF

NBR

TR

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Equations are grouped into sectors. If a cell is filled, the variable specified on the top row enters that equation; C denotes a coefficient that is
nonzero across models, and X denotes a coefficient that may be nonzero
in different specifications. Empty cells correspond to zero restrictions.
There are four behaviorally distinct sectors in the model: private sluggish (P), information (I), Federal Reserve policy (F), and the banking
system (B). As before, the private sluggish sector describes aspects of
private sector behavior that respond slowly to financial variables, while
the I sector describes those aspects that respond without delay. Behavior
27. Bernankeand Mihov (1995) also presenta simultaneousmodel in which policy
and bankingbehaviorinteractto determineequilibriumprices and quantities.
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within the private and information sectors is not specified, so shocks
associated with those equations have no clear economic meaning other
than being disturbances that are not associated with monetary policy or
banking behavior.
The six-variable system allows up to twenty-one coefficients to be
freely estimated. Since the first three columns take up fifteen coefficients, no more than six unrestricted coefficients in the lower right
(3 x 3) matrix may be estimated. Production and information sector
variables enter policy and banking sector equations, implying that those
sectors observe and respond to output, overall prices, and commodity
prices contemporaneously. Variables like commodity prices, which are
determined in auction markets, can be continuously observed, so it may
be reasonable to assume the Federal Reserve responds to information
gleaned from such series. The assumption that the Federal Reserve
knows current values of real GDP and consumer prices, however, is at
best an approximation to its actual information set.
Bernanke and Mihov reinterpret the work of Strongin and of Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans by attaching behavioral meaning to each
equation in the F and B sectors. They impose the restriction that the
coefficients on TR and NBR in the fifth equation have equal magnitudes
but opposite signs, reflecting a view that the demand for borrowed
reserves (BWR) should be homogeneous in the overall level of reserves.
(There is certainly no reason why this has to be true, especially in the
short run, as here, although it may be a reasonable working hypothesis.)
The inclusion of Y and CPI in the relation follows from the fact that
the demand for reserves is derived from the need to satisfy reserve
requirements and the desire to manage reserve positions closely. The
presence of PC is more difficult to justify; there are many other variables that could more appropriately be included in the derived demand
function.
Strongin does not provide such a complete interpretation of the F
and B sectors. He does not impose Bernanke and Mihov's assumption
of homogeneity, but he adds the restrictions that demand for TR is
interest inelastic in the short run and is unrelated to NBR, and that the
Federal Reserve sets the supply of NBR without regard to the current
funds rate. Thus the monetary policy shock is a change in the distribution of a given quantity of total reserves between borrowed and
nonborrowed reserves. This leaves Strongin with an exactly identified
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model that can be put into recursive form for easy estimation. The
following informal table presents his model of reserves market behavior, showing his version of the lower right corner of the six-variable
model that we have shown above. We should also note that Strongin's
original identification does not include PC.
Sector

Variable

F
B
B

RF
NBR
TR

RF

NBR

TR

X

X
X

X
X
X

Strongin justifies the assumption that demand for reserves is interest
inelastic by appealing to institutional rigidities. He argues that within
a reserve maintenance period, the banking system as a whole must
borrow at the discount window to meet a reserve shortfall. Given that
the demand for required reserves is largely determined by current and
past deposits, if the demand for excess reserves is unresponsive to
policy, in the short run the quantity of total reserves will be determined
entirely by demand.28 Although persuasive at the high frequencies associated with reserve settlement periods, the argument carries less force
at the monthly frequency of Strongin's data. Figure 7 shows the relation
of excess reserves to monthly changes in required reserves over our
sample period. While there are more reserves relative to the monthly
changes early and late in the sample, over the whole period the changes
and the excess reserves are of the same order of magnitude. Banks
therefore have substantial room to trade the tighter management of
reserves against the interest costs of carrying excess reserves. In fact,
simple regressions of excess reserves on interest rates suggest a substantial interest elasticity in excess reserves.
The restriction that is most important in distinguishing Strongin's
conclusions from those of other researchers is the claim that the Federal
Reserve pays no attention within the month to the current federal funds
rate. Most observers think, instead, that the Federal Reserve sets target
values for the funds rate and undertakes open market operations to stay
close to those targets on a time scale considerably shorter than one
28. In terms of the estimatedVAR, the entire monthly innovationin total reserves
is attributedto shifts in the demandfunction. A necessary condition for the elasticity
restrictionis that the demand for excess reserves be completely unresponsiveto any
variablesthat policy may affect immediately.For furtherdetails, see Strongin(1995,
pp. 467-72).
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month. Furthermore, Strongin assumes that the Federal Reserve manipulates the federal funds rate by manipulating borrowings. In fact, most
banks do not borrow at the discount window in most reserve accounting
periods. This is not just because the Federal Reserve frowns on excessive borrowing. The federal funds market is a private market in which
the creditworthiness of borrowers is an important concern. An individual bank that needs to borrow an unusually large amount relative to its
assets or its history of borrowing is likely to raise questions and thus,
in effect, to face its own upward-sloping supply of funds, just as is
usually posited for individual business borrowers from banks. The Federal Reserve discount window, on the other hand, is meant to provide
a safety valve for banks that are temporarily in difficulty. But precisely
because it has this function, the fact that a bank is borrowing at the
discount window may convey information. Banks may therefore be
reluctant to use the discount window, despite the apparent profitability
of doing so.29 Borrowing may indeed vary systematically with the structure of rates, but we do not find it plausible to think of the Federal
Reserve as setting the funds rate by manipulating the level of borrowing. More likely, the Federal Reserve sets the funds rate at a level
determined by assessing the overall state of the economy and undertakes
open market operations to achieve its funds rate targets. It is unlikely
that an unusually high need for discount window borrowing would be
choked off by a rise in the funds rate, as Strongin's specification implies. Instead, the Federal Reserve would probably maintain its funds
rate target while accommodating the temporary rise in demand for
borrowing.
Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans assume that the Federal Reserve
sets the supply of NBR without regard to either TR or RF, but relax
Strongin's assumption that borrowed and nonborrowed reserves are
unresponsive to the funds rate. Their model of the reserves market is
as follows:
29. Meulendyke(1992) andClouse (1994) discuss the developmentof reluctanceby
banksto borrowat the discountwindow. Clouse emphasizesthat the greaterreluctance
has weakenedthe relationshipbetweenborrowingandthe spreadbetweenthe funds rate
and the discount rate and has impairedthe effectiveness of the discount window at
temperingunexpectedpressurein the reserves market.This, in turn, has reduced the
FederalReserve's emphasison borrowedreservesin the day-to-daymanagementof the
reservemarket.
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Variable

F

RF
NBR
TR

B
B
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RF

NBR

TR

X

X
X
X

X
X

Their rationale for this identification of policy is that open market
operations directly affect nonborrowed reserves, making NBR a control
variable for the monetary authority. As discussed above, though, the
fact that policy authorities choose a variable does not imply that they
choose not to make it respond to other variables. In regard to their
assumption that the Federal Reserve pays no attention within the month
to the funds rate, our arguments against Strongin's specification apply.
In previous work, Sims notes that a price puzzle-rising interest
rates accompanied by inflation-might emerge in a model that does not
include a rich enough specification of the information available to policymakers.30 If policymakers can observe variables that forecast inflation, but those variables are not included in the model, there will be
apparently unpredictable changes in interest rates that are actually systematic responses to information implying that inflation is on the way.
This could give the impression that tightening monetary policy generates inflation. Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans introduce commodity prices to reduce this source of bias: policy authorities are assumed
to observe and react to current values of commodity prices. However,
these authors merge commodity prices with other variables in the P
sector and make them share the sectoral property of no within-month
response to monetary policy variables. Since commodity prices are
determined in thick auction markets and change daily, this restriction
on PC seems strained.31
Under Strongin's behavioral assumptions, an expansionary policy
shock increases NBR and decreases BWR by exactly the same amount.
Because demand for reserves is inelastic, adjustment to a new mix of
NBR and BWR for a given quantity of TR must fall entirely to the funds
rate. With only the funds rate free to equilibrate supply and demand for
NBR, Strongin's policy effects resemble, in exaggerated form, the re30. Sims (1992).
31. Gordonand Leeper (1994) impose the similarly dubious assumptionthat long
interest rates show no within-month response to monetary policy variables, which
amountsto assumingaway standardterm structureconnectionsamong interestrates.
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Figure 8. Impulse Response Functions for Strongin's Five-Variable Model,
Recursive Identification"
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sponses to an interest rate innovation reported earlier by Sims and
Bernanke and Alan Blinder.32
Figure 8 reports the dynamic responses over four years to shocks
identified by Strongin's model.33 The third column reports responses to
a contractionary monetary policy disturbance. Borrowed reserves and
the federal funds rate move in the same direction, and the liquidity
effect is very persistent. The temporary rise in total reserves after the
shock is very small relative to the increase in borrowing, implying that
nonborrowed reserves and the federal funds rate move in opposite directions. Real GDP decreases dramatically. Prices rise smoothly and
32. Sims (1986); Bernankeand Blinder(1992).
33. The sample period and modeling methodsused in figure 8 conformto those in
the rest of this paper, so our results, althoughquite similar, do not matchStrongin'sin
detail.
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steadily. The policy shock accounts for about half of the variability of
output over horizons of three or more years, the majority of the fluctuations in borrowed reserves, and a substantial proportion of funds
rate movements in the short run. A shock to demand for reserves (shown
in the second column) is accommodated almost dollar-for-dollar by
open market purchases that raise nonborrowed reserves and relieve
banks of the need to borrow at the discount window. This highlights
the strong implication of Strongin's model that the entire positive contemporaneous correlation between total reserves and nonborrowed reserves can be interpreted as an endogenous policy response to a banking
sector disturbance.
The figure reiterates a feature of policy behavior encountered above:
monetary policy responds to shocks that portend higher prices by contracting reserves and raising the funds rate. This pattern holds even for
the first P shock, which lowers output while it raises prices.
The substantial and sustained increase in prices following what is
identified as a contractionary monetary policy shock confirms our view
that this specification involves unreasonable characterizations of policy
behavior that lead to confounding inflationary supply disturbances originating in the private sector with what are supposed to be exogenous
monetary policy disturbances.
Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans add commodity prices to Strongin's five variables and relax his assumption that a monetary policy
shock only changes the composition of a fixed quantity of total reserves.
By allowing some of the effect of an increase in the supply of NBR to
show up in an increase in the equilibrium quantity of TR, their identification moderates the large policy effects found by Strongin.
Figure 9 reports the results from Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans's identification. The fourth column attributes considerably less of
observed variation in RF to policy shocks than does the third column
of figure 8 (Strongin's model). Total reserves rise with the expansion
in nonborrowed reserves, so the fall in borrowed reserves can be less
than the rise in nonborrowed reserves. Output again rises persistently,
but policy shocks account for only a small fraction of its variability.
The price level does not fall following a monetary expansion (recall
that in figure 8 it rises following a contraction); in fact, monetary policy
shocks have essentially no effect on the price of finished goods. Commodity prices, however, respond to a policy shock as one would expect:
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Figure9. Impulse ResponseFunctionsfor Christiano,Eichenbaum,and Evans's
Six-VariableModel, RecursiveIdentificationa
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an expansionaryshock increasescommodityprices as it lowers interest
rates.
The response of policy to informationabout future inflation is as
strong here as in the other specificationsthat we have examined. The
third column of figure 9 shows that a jump in commodity prices signaling a smoothly increasingprice level induces a smoothtighteningof
reserves and a smooth increase in the funds rate. The endogenous response of policy to production, information, and banking sector disturbancesis the dominantsourceof fundsratevariability;policy shocks
account for only a small proportionof the errorvariance in the funds
rate.34
34. Christiano,Eichenbaum,and Evans also considerthe resultsof identifyingpolicy with funds rate innovationsthat are orthogonalto Y, CPI, and PC. The effects are
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Christiano, Eichenbaum,and Evans's model producesestimates of
the effects of policy disturbancesthat are, in themselves, believable.
However, they are built on assumptionsaboutpolicy behaviorand the
reactionof the economy to monetarypolicy that do not seem plausible.

An Integrated Approach
The researchthatwe surveyabove treatsreservesandMI as mutually
exclusive in a model, probablybecause of the technical and conceptual
problemsof working with models of more than six or seven variables.
In this section we consider two models that include both types of monetary aggregate, hoping to gain insight into how bank behavior and
FederalReserve policy interact.
Modeling Federal Reserve and Banking System Behavior

It is appealingto think that by using data on variablesdirectly controlledby the FederalReserve (for example, reserves, the federalfunds
rate, or the FederalReserve discountrate), togetherwith othersthatare
of more direct concern to banks (such as bank loans, M2, MI, a bank
loan rate index, or a deposit rate index), one might devise restrictions
on which variableshave an immediateimpacton which agent, thereby
disentanglingthe behaviorof the bankingsystem from thatof the Federal Reserve. However, this enterprise is not so straightforwardas
separatingcomponent sectors of the private economy, or supply and
demand in some market. Instead of two collections of individually
negligible agents, as in a competitivesupply anddemandmodel, in this
case there is one such collection (the banks) and a single agent (the
FederalReserve) thatis concernedwith regulatingthatcollection. Data
on most aspects of bank behavior and balance sheets are collected
regularly and with little delay by the Federal Reserve, as part of its
regulatoryfunction.
We therefore do not aim to model Federal Reserve behavior and
strongerthanwhen NBR innovationsare used-as one would expect, they fall midway
betweenthe results in figures 8 and 9. This occurs because a positive funds rate innovation lowers NBR but raises TR slightly, implying that BWRdoes not increasedollar
for dollarwith the decline in NBR.
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bankingsystem behaviorwith separateblocks of equations. Rather,we
distinguish two aspects of Federal Reserve behavior:macroeconomic
policy and bank regulation. The macroeconomicaspect representsthe
FederalReserve's responsibilityfor controlling inflationand attention
to its effects on the overall level of economic activity. The regulatory
aspectrepresentsthe FederalReserve's concernthatthe bankingsystem
function smoothly and efficiently. In the day-to-day operation of the
FederalReserveopen marketdesk, keepingtrackof the level of reserves
and of deposit flows that generatechanges in reserve requirementsis a
central concern, as is the federal funds rate. Thereforeit might seem
that any candidatefor a Federal Reserve behaviorequationshould include, at a minimum, a reserve variableand the federal funds rate. But
in our view, the FederalReserve pays attentionto reserve and deposit
flows in the short run mainly because of their potential impact on the
funds rate, for which it sets targets mainly in the light of broader
macroeconomicconditions. It tracks shifts in reserve requirementsin
order to accommodatethem and avoid credit marketdisturbancesand
unwanted short-runmacroeconomic impacts. We aim to define one
equation or block of equations that reflects how the Federal Reserve
sets the desired level of interest rates in relation to the state of the
economy as a whole, and anotherequationor block of equationsrepresents the combined behavior of the banking sector and the Federal
Reserve in relating reserves to deposit flows.
We model the behavior of the Federal Reserve as not depending
directly-within the month-on final goods prices, output, or GDP
components, on the groundsthat these variablescan be measuredonly
with substantial delay. In principle, we think it reasonable to allow
FederalReserve behaviorto dependwithin the monthon financialmarket variablesthat might serve as indicatorsof the state of the economy
and that are observableon a daily basis-for example, the value of the
dollar, a stock price index, long interest rates, or a commodity price
index. However, there is an argumentfor imposing a lag even on the
effects of these policy variables. Significant shifts in the Federal Reserve's macroeconomicpolicy stancerequirea time-consumingprocess
of consultation, analysis, and consensus building. We consider specifications both with currentlyobservablefinancialvariablesincluded in
the FederalReserve's reactionfunctioncontemporaneouslyandwithout
such variables.
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Allowing for a possible response by monetarypolicy to marketinterest rates raises some difficulties. To understandthem, consider a
very simple model. Suppose that policy sets a one-period interestrate
r(t), respondingto an indicatorx(t) of the state of the economy, plus a
randomdisturbanceE(t).Thereis a continuouslyobservabletwo-period
interest rate R(t), which is related to r(t) by considerationsof term
structure.There is also, however, a componentof the spreadbetween
the two rates, v(t), that may reflect institutionalfrictions.
Formally, we are supposing
r(t) = ot0x(t) + aox(t -

1) + yR(t) +

(4)

policy:

(5)

arbitrage: R(t) = -(r(t) + E,[r(t + 1)]) + v(t).

E(t)

2

To complete the system, the time-series propertiesof x and v must be
specified. Assume thatv is serially independentandx is autoregressive,
accordingto
x(t) = Ox(t - 1) + t(t).

(6)

Substitutingequation 5 into equation4 gives
(7)

r(t) =

2
'Y

VLoX(t)

+ o,x(t-

1) +

E(t) +

+
2 v(t)

-

E,r(t + 1).

In orderfor the system to have a unique solution,
(8)

y

_

=

_

<1,

which is equivalentto y < 1. This points to an inherentdrawbackin a
monetarypolicy thatreactssystematicallyto marketinterestrates. Markets dependon policy to fix a path for nominal interestrates. A policy
authoritythat is too sensitive to marketrates can create indeterminacy
by essentially abandoningits role of anchoringthe term structure.In
this model, it seems easy to avoid such a situation, since the condition
that y < 1 is simple and understandable.But if the policy authority
were respondingto several rates and to other auctionedmarketprices
that are sensitive to interest rates, it might not be so clear that the
boundaryof indeterminacywas being crossed.
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Using equation 6 to solve equation7 forwardleads to
(9)

r(t) =

2

ii

-

ot,ix(tfx(t) +

1)1+

2
E(t)

+ 4v(t).

One can also substituteequation9 in equation5 to produce
(10)

R(t)

i

=

-

o(I+

1o

0) + U~(l + 02i)
-

04

+ oIx(t

-

x()0

1)j +

E(t) +

+ +)v(t).

If all that is known about the policy reactionfunction is that it has the
form of equation4, thereis an identificationproblem.Any lineartransformationof the pair of equations9 and 10 that gives the disturbances
in the two equationsan identitycovariancematrixwill resultin a system
that satisfies the basic restrictionsfor an identifiedVAR, but in which
both equations have the form of equation4-a linear equation in r(t),
R(t), x(t), and x(t - 1). There will be some versions of the system in
which one equationhas a scalar multipleof E as a disturbance,but also
some versions in which one equationhas a scalar multiple of v as the
disturbance. If these two equations were part of a larger model, one
might allow for other variablesto enter the equations, restrictthe way
in which they enterthe two equations, and think, on this basis, thatone
had identified the two equations. But if, in fact, the other variables
were not important,one would have an unidentified,or weakly identified model. One would then run the risk of labeling an arbitragecondition as a policy rule and of confusing fluctuationsin term risk premiums with policy disturbances.
As we have set this model out, it is hard to see why the policy
authorityshould want to reactto R. We have assumedthatthe authority
can observe and react to the state of the economy, x, as rapidly as do
asset markets. All that the authorityaccomplishes by reacting to R is
to make r depend on the term risk premium, v, in additionto x(t) and
x(t - 1). Given thatR containsno importantinformationthatthe policy
authoritycannot access directly, it seems unlikely that the authority
would react to it. Furthermore,even if it did react to R, one would not
err greatly by estimating the model as if it did not. If one constrained
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the policy reaction function not to contain R, one would emerge with
estimates of equation9 ratherthanof equation4. The disturbanceterm
in (9), though, is likely to be almost the same as that in (4). It is
reasonableto think that month-to-monthvariationgeneratedby policy
in the short rate is substantiallylarger than month-to-monthvariation
in the termrisk premium.35Thus, since 4 and y are both less thanone,
the error term in equation 9 is dominatedby variation in E. In other
words, even if, by constrainingy to zero in equation4, one mistakenly
estimates (9), one will come prettyclose to recoveringthe actualpolicy
disturbanceprocess and thus also to recovering the policy reaction
function.
The policy authoritywould have strongerreason to make y nonzero
if it had an informationdisadvantage;that is, if it was constrainedto
keep o0 = 0 in equation4. Then, by reactingto R, the authoritycould
in effect make r(t) sensitive to x(t), despite its inability to observe
currentx directly. However, in these circumstances,imposingthe constraintthat y is equal to zero would firmly identify the system.
This discussion suggests that one should be on the lookout for identification problemswhen trying to model several interestratesjointly.
It makes sense to experiment with identificationschemes that allow
policy reactions to several longer interest rates and exclude current
policy reactions to variables that are observed only with a delay. But
such schemes may fail, unableto distinguishbetween policy equations
and arbitrageconditions. In thatcase, one might obtaingood results by
allowing currentvalues of a single interest rate in the policy reaction
function.
It should be recognized that the criterionfor including interestrates
in the reaction function is not the degree to which they improvethe fit
of a least-squaresregression. In this simple model, includingcurrentR
on the right-handside in a least-squaresestimate of a policy reaction
function will generally improve the fit and, indeed, will produce an
estimate of that linear combinationof equation 9 and 10 in which the
disturbanceis orthogonalto the disturbancein equation 10. If, as is to
be expected, v is small, this will be an approximateestimate of the
35. Althoughthis is quite plausible when one considers as the long rate that on a
three-monthTreasurybill, for example, and as the short rate, that on federalfunds, it
may be more dubious when one thinks of the long rate as that on a ten-yearTreasury
bond.
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arbitragerelationship,almost unrelatedto the policy reactionfunction.
Clearly a multivariateapproach,with careful attentionto simultaneity,
is importantin orderto avoid serious errorin this context.36
Throughmuch of our sample period, the behavior of one or more
monetaryaggregateswas a focus of attention.All of our models include
at least one monetaryaggregatein the FederalReserve macroeconomic
policy equation.A monetaryaggregatewill also appearin the equations
describing the determinationof reserves jointly by bank and Federal
Reserve behavior, representingthe impactof deposit flows on required
reserves.
As in our previous specifications of small models, a block that we
label P sets "sluggish" privatesector variables, which do not respond
immediately to financial signals. There is also a block, labeled I, of
privatesector variablesthatare set in auctionmarketsandthatwe allow
to dependcontemporaneouslyon everythingin the system. Before discussing furtherissues in model specification, we consider the two sets
of exclusion restrictionson AOfor which we presentestimates below.
We consider one model with thirteenvariables and a second, containing more banking sector variables, with eighteen variables. Table
1 displays the identificationscheme for our smaller model. The variables in the model include both a consumer-level monetary aggregate
(MI) and total reserves. We also include CPI, Y, the unemployment
rate (U), consumption(C), and both residentialand nonresidentialinvestnient (IR and INR, respectively), allowing us to assess the plausibility of responses to monetarypolicy disturbancesin some detail. We
avoid the complicationsof havingmultipleshortratesin the same model
by including only the three-monthTreasurybill rate (R3). In addition,
we include four informationvariablesthat are observed without delay
and might influenceFederalReserve behavior:the Standardand Poor's
500 stock price index (S), the ten-year Treasurybond rate (RIO), a
commodity price index (PC), and an index of the value of the dollar
36. Our approachis clearly different from that of most of the empirical reaction
function literature(for example, Khoury, 1990) in two respects. One concerns our
immediateobjectives. We are not primarilyinterestedin explaining or understanding
Federal Reserve behavior; we need to model systematic aspects of Federal Reserve
behaviorin orderto estimateaccuratelyhow FederalReserveactionsaffect the economy.
The other is the difference in method that is apparentin this section. Our framework
makesit evident thatthereare identificationproblemsin estimatingpolicy behaviorthat
can be completely thoughtthroughonly in a multipleequationsetting.
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(DOL). The rows and columns of the table correspondto the rows and
columns of AO. The Xs indicate coefficients that have been left free.
The fractionalentries (0.3X throughoutthis table) indicatecoefficients
that have been given smaller prior standarddeviations than the coefficients correspondingto Xs. These entriescan be thoughtof as soft zero
restrictions. We initially estimatedthe model with the priorcovariance
matrixdeterminedby the matrixin table 1 (see appendixB for details).
However, bothin this model andin the largerone thatwe discuss below,
we found that when the soft zero restrictionswere used, the shape of
the likelihood was highly non-Gaussian,which creatednumericaldifficulties in constructingconfidence bands for the impulse responses.37
When we replaced the soft zeros with hard zeros, the non-Gaussian
characteristicswere greatly diminished, withoutsubstantialchanges in
the estimated impulse responses. Thereforeour figures presentresults
for a model with zeros in place of all fractionalentries in table 1.
The first two equations in the model, both labeled F/B, combine
banking system and Federal Reserve behavior and are normalizedby
setting the AOcoefficient of R3 in the second equationto zero.38 In this
specification, the FederalReserve is modeled as never respondingcontemporaneouslyto variablesother than TRor M1. This applies even to
available information, such as PC or RIO. The results are almost unchanged if PC is allowed to enter the first two equationscontemporaneously. The P block is a standardlist of nonfinancialprivate sector
variables, with the additionof M1.
In this model, consumer-leveldemandfor MI is takento be interest37. Since we generateerrorbandsby simulationmethods, it may not be clear why
a non-Gaussianshapecauses us difficulty.We use importancesamplingmethods,which
requirethat one be able to generaterandomdraws efficiently from a reasonablygood
approximationto the actual probabilitydensity function underexamination(for a discussion, see Gelman and others, 1995). With soft zeros, the likelihood has multiple
peaksand nonlinearridges, very non-Gaussiancharacteristics.Gaussianapproximations
to this form are so bad that importancesamplingis prohibitivelyinefficient, and we did
not have time to programspecial methodsfor the particularshapesthatwe encountered.
We should note that, althoughwe have found multiplepeaks, these tend either to have
qualitativelysimilar impulse responsesor to have much lower likelihood than the ones
that we summarizehere with impulseresponses.
38. In fact, the estimatedcoefficient on R3 in the second equationis close to zero
in any case. Thus the resultsare almost identicalif, instead, the coefficienton TRin the
first equation is set to zero, which might be more naturalif that equation is to be
interpretedas reflectingmacroeconomicpolicy concerns.
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insensitive within the month;MI is a private-sectorsluggish variable
like CPI and Y. We would not defend this specificationas necessarily
correct; we use it as a working hypothesis. Results are almost completely unchangedif, while excluding PC, one allows R3 to enter all
equations of the P block, as would be appropriateif there were a
traditionalmoney demandequationin the system-involving R3, MI,
CPI, andYcontemporaneously-and if the disturbancesin thatequation
were correlated with other shocks to the P sector. In that case, the
triangularizingorthogonalizationthat we have imposed on the P block
would spreadR3 coefficients over the whole block, even if the money
demandalone containedR3.
The I sector relates the four informationvariablesto all the others,
without delay. The P sector is allowed to depend contemporaneously
on PC, on the grounds that one aspect of sluggish behavior, price
markuprules, might create such a direct dependence.
There are two other variationson this specificationthatleave results
unaffected: allowing U into the F/B block equations, and excluding
both PC and R3 from the P block equations. The patternof responses
to the firsttwo shocks is largely unchangedif one replacestotal reserves
adjustedfor reserve requirements(TR) with unadjustedtotal reserves
(TRU). The sixth column does show less tendency for oscillating responses when TRUreplacesTR, however. Thereare also variationsthat
substantiallychange the patternof results, which we discuss below,
after the results. The results are presentedin figure 10.
The firstcolumn of figure 10, which, accordingto the motivationfor
our scheme of restrictionson AO.ought to reflect disturbancesto the
macroeconomicpolicy concerns of the FederalReserve, shows effects
on the economy consonant with its interpretationas a monetarycontraction. Short and long interest rates rise, reserves and MI fall
smoothly, outputfalls and unemploymentrises, GDP componentsfall,
commodity prices drop smoothly, and the value of the dollar initially
jumps and then continues smoothly upward. Figure 11 shows the first
columnof figure 10 on a largerscale, with errorbands. The errorbands
are 68 percentprobabilitybands, roughly one standarderroron either
side of the impulse response. As can be seen, most of the responses are
rathersharplyestimated. The CPI response, althoughvery small, appears to be more than two standarddeviations away from zero in the
positive direction for a few months. It does turn negative eventually,
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Figure 10. Impulse ResponseFunctionsfor a Thirteen-VariableModel,
NonrecursiveIdentificationa
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Source:Authors'VARs, as describedin text, using data describedin appendixA.
a. For explanation of the figure, see figure 3, note a; note, however, that there are no error bands in the present figure.
Identification is given in table I.
b. Percent deviation from initial level; for R3, U, and RIO. percentage point deviation.
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Figure 11. Responsesto a ContractionaryMonetaryPolicy Shock,
Thirteen-VariableModel,
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however. The commodity price response is negative at all dates and is
roughly two standard deviations away from zero over much of its fouryear span.
The second column shows how a model that uses reserves as single
monetary aggregate can be treacherous: it appears to reflect the Federal
Reserve's accommodation of shifts in demand for reserves that are
unrelated to movements in Ml. (This result does not change notably
when TRU replaces TR). Perhaps surprisingly, this variation does not
consist primarily of variation in excess reserves; required reserves move
quite closely in line with total reserves. The variation apparently arises
from shifts in the composition of deposits among categories with different reserve requirements.
The third column of figure 10 is identified as a private sector shock
and moves Ml and TR in the same direction. In this model, we do not
try to separate money demand disturbances from other P sector disturbances, and this column, because it shows a rise in CPI, does not look
like a pure money demand shock. Regardless of its exact nature, it is
clear that this disturbance is the most important single source of variation in both Ml and TR and that there is nothing in its estimated form
to indicate that the model allocates it to the P sector in error. This is a
disturbance that expands the money supply and raises interest rates
without affecting output. It seems unlikely that it mistakenly incorporates much of an expansionary monetary policy disturbance. The fact
that the model is led by the data to allocate so much variation in
monetary aggregates to nonpolicy disturbances shows why use of monetary aggregates as one-dimensional policy indicators is unsatisfactory.
In each of the CPI, Y, and U rows of figure 10, the first two columns,
corresponding to monetary policy and banking system disturbances,
account for only a modest portion of overall variation. For CPI, in fact,
the first two columns make a negligible contribution. This model will
not admit an interpretation of the sample period as one in which erratic
shifts in monetary policy were the prime source of recessions and recoveries or of episodes of inflation and disinflation.
Across the nonpolicy columns of figure 10, every column in which
there is substantial movement in the Treasury bill rate (R3) shows
movement in the same direction by CPI and PC. Only in the first
monetary policy column do interest rates and either of the price variables show any substantial movement in opposite directions. This sug-
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gests both that none of the other columns are heavily contaminated with
monetary policy shock components and that a large fraction of the
variance of interest rates must be attributed to systematic policy responses to the threat of inflation, not to erratic fluctuations in monetary
policy. Once again, for the reasons discussed in the section on method,
this type of conclusion is robust to variations in the identification
scheme.
Table 2 displays the identification scheme for an eighteen-variable
model that deletes C and R3 from the thirteen-variable model and adds
the Federal Reserve discount rate (RD), the federal funds rate, hourly
wage earnings (W), and the following variables related to the banking
sector: an index of rates on M2 deposits (RM2), bank holdings of
securities (BS), bank loans (BL), and the prime interest rate (RL). As
described for the smaller model, we initially estimated with soft zero
constraints as shown in the table and obtained reasonable point estimates, but encountered numerical difficulties in producing error bands.
Once again, converting the soft zeros to hard zeros eliminated the
numerical difficulties while leaving the nature of the results largely
unchanged. All of our figures therefore present results for the hard zero
version of the model.
We display the impulse responses in figure 12. Because two of the
interest rates in this model-the federal funds rate and the discount
rate-are naturally thought of as set by the Federal Reserve, the first
two columns of the figure should be interpreted as responses to policy
disturbances. They are similar to the first column of figure 10 in the
rows in which the variables are comparable, but in figure 12, the first
column apparently represents a short-lived tightening of policy and the
second, a longer-lived one. Because the two policy shocks are distinguished only by an arbitrarynormalization, "policy shocks" could take
the form of any linear combination of these two columns.
Figure 13 shows the responses to the two columns of policy shocks
on a larger scale, with 68 percent error bands. The responses in the first
column are fairly sharply determined, although slightly less sharply
than the responses in the smaller model. Most of the responses in the
second column leave a zero response within the range of high probability, except for interest rates. The disturbance in the first column
generates an outflow of Ml deposits, offset initially by a decline in
bank securities and, later, by a decline in bank loans. This seems to be
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Figure 12. Impulse ResponseFunctionsfor an Eighteen-VariableModel,
NonrecursiveIdentificationa
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Identification is given in table 2.
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Figure 13. Responsesto Two ContractionaryMonetaryPolicy Shocks,
Eighteen-VariableModela
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a reasonablepatternfor the banking system's response to a monetary
contraction and thus reinforces the plausibility of our identification.
The fact thatRF andRD move with differentpatternsin the two columns
shows that the two variableshave considerableindependentvariation.
But there seems to be only one column's worth of substantialnoninterestrate effects. A policy action thatmoved RF andRD in the same
direction by about the same amount would have effects that approximately summedacross the two columns of figure 13. For the most part,
they would be slightly strongerthanthose shown in the firstcolumn of
the figure, but not very differentoverall.
In figure 12, as in figure 10, one column accounts for much of the
variance of MI and reserves and shows them moving in the same directionand also in the same directionas interestrates. This is the eighth
column in figure 12, but the first in the P sector.
Prices and interest rates move in the same direction in response to
nearly all disturbances,as they do in the smaller model. In this case,
though, there is one disturbancein the I sector (the seventeenth column), in addition to the main policy disturbance,that moves interest
rates up and prices down. This disturbanceseems to have negligible
real effects. It involves a sharp, temporarymovementin long rates that
seems out of proportionto the small associated movements in RF and
RD. Nonetheless, fromthe formof the responses, this disturbancecould
possibly be contaminatedwith a monetarypolicy shock component.
These results are basically easy to defend, but we would add a note
of caution. We are not sure of the implicationsof the numericaldifficulties in the less restrictedmodels, which we initially thought more
plausible than these. It could be that when we resolve these difficulties
we will see thatthere is much more statisticaluncertaintyin our results
thanthis presentationwould suggest. Also, we have experimentedwith
a version of the larger model that includes the three-monthTreasury
bill rate in additionto the federal funds rate. This version proves quite
capableof producingthe kindof identificationconfusionthatwe discuss
above in the context of our example model, equations4 and 5. A fitted
model that looked reasonableenough might, after some small change
in specification or sample period, show impulse response rotationwhat looked like a monetarypolicy shock might emerge as an I sector
shock, while the shock formally identifiedas a monetarypolicy shock
might cease to make sense. This is exactly the patternthat one would
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expect if the Treasurybill rate were linked to the federal funds rate
by term structurearbitragerelationshipsand contained little information of use to policy authorities. As we point out above, under such
circumstances,inclusion of the Treasurybill rate can weaken identification without improvingthe accuracyof the model. We thereforefeel
justifiedin respondingto these difficultiesby consideringa model without the Treasurybill rate; but it would clearly be more satisfactoryto
find a way to model the two short rates jointly and maintain robust
identification.

Conclusion
This paper is clearly far from the last word on the issues discussed,
even in the context of identifiedVAR research.It remainsquite possible, for example, that we are still attributingto policy disturbances
some variationthat actually originates in adverse supply shocks. This
would tend to diminishthe estimatedprice-reducingeffects of monetary
contractionand exaggeratethe estimatedoutput-reducingeffects. With
similarmethodsbut smallermodels, Soyoung Kim findsvery small real
effects andlargerprice effects using datafor othercountries,andDavid
Cushmanand Tao Zha, exploiting the identificationpossibilities that
arise for a small open economy, also find small real effects.39
Nonetheless, we believe that our estimates have some chance of
being right. Using a larger modeling framework makes possible a
clearer understandingof the identificationproblemsand greaterconfidence in interpretingresults, since we trace effects across a wider
variety of variables. We believe that we establish quite firmly the unreliability of identificationsthat treat a monetaryaggregate-whether
reserves or an M variable-as moving mainly in response to policy
disturbancesin the short run. The bulk of the movements in both aggregates arise from policy accommodatingshifts in private sector demand. Further,we confirm that most movements in monetarypolicy
instrumentsare responses to the state of the economy, not random
deviations from the usual patternsof behaviorof the monetaryauthorities. To policy analysts, accustomedto basingpolicy recommendations
39. Soyoung Kim (1996); Cushmanand Zha (forthcoming).
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on currentand expected economic conditions, this findingis surely not
surprising,but it should be disturbing.It implies thatclose attentionto
modeling the policy-setting process is essential to accuratestatistical
assessment of the effects of policy. Much existing empirical policy
modeling ignores, or treats casually, the implicationsof policy endogeneity. We hope that we demonstratethat careful treatmentof policy
endogeneity is feasible, as well as important.

APPENDIX

A

Data
ALL VARIABLES are monthly time series covering July 1959 through
March 1996. Unless otherwise indicated, all calculations describedin
the text are for the period January1960 throughMarch 1996, so that
the data allow inclusion of a six-period lag. Underlyingdata for some
variables are quarterly;in those cases, we interpolateusing the procedure described in Chow and Lin (1971). Calculationsuse naturallogs
of all variables, except interestrate variablesand the variableU. In the
figures, however, scales present percentage (or percentagepoint) deviations of underlyingvariables, not log variables.
The following variablesuse dataobtaineddirectlyfrom the Boardof
Governorsof the FederalReserve System:

BL

Total loans and leases at all commercialbanks, seasonally
adjusted,billions of dollars.

BS

Securitiesat all commercialbanks. Computedas total loans
and securities less total loans and leases at all commercial
banks, seasonallyadjusted,billionsof dollars.

BWR

Borrowedreserves.Calculatedby the authorsas ln(TRINBR).

Ml

MI money stock, seasonallyadjusted,billionsof dollars.

RD

Discountwindowborrowingrateat the FederalReserveBank
of New York, percent.
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RF

Federalfundsrate(effectiverate), percent.

RL

Primerateon short-termbusinessloans. Computedas average
of daily figures,percent.

RM2

Deposit-weightedaveragepercentreturnon M2 deposits.

RR

Requiredreserves, adjustedfor breaksdue to changes in reserve requirements,seasonallyadjusted,billionsof dollars.

R3

Three-monthTreasurybill rate, from the secondarymarket,
percent.

RIO

Ten-yearTreasurybondrate, constantmaturity,fromthe secondarymarket,percent.

S

StandardandPoor's500 compositestockpriceindex, 1943 =
100.

TR

Total reserves, adjustedfor breaksdue to changesin reserve
requirements,seasonallyadjusted,billions of dollars.

TRU

Total reserves, not adjustedfor breaksdue to changes in reserve requirements,seasonallyadjusted,billions of dollars.

The following variablesuse data from other sources:
C

Personalconsumptionexpenditures,seasonallyadjusted,billions of chain 1992dollars.Source:Bureauof EconomicAnalysis, NationalIncomeandProductAccounts(NIPA).

CPI

Consumerprice index for urbanconsumers(CPI-U), seasonally adjustedindex, 1982-84 = 100. Source:Bureauof Labor
Statistics(BLS).

DOL

Trade-weightedvalue of the U.S. dollar,index, 1980 = 100.
Source:FederalReserveBankof Atlanta.

INR

Real private nonresidentialfixed investment,seasonally adjusted, billions of chain 1992 dollars.Source:NIPA. Interpolated using monthlydataon real value of new constructionof
privatelyowned nonresidentialindustrialstructures(from the
Bureauof EconomicAnalysis [BEA]); total equipmentcomponent of industrialproduction, industrial machinery and
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equipmentcomponentof industrialproduction,intermediate
productsand business supplies componentof industrialproduction(fromthe Boardof Governorsof the FederalReserve
System);andmanufacturers'
shipmentsto capitalgoods industries, andmanufacturers'
shipmentsof constructionmaterials,
supplies,and intermediateproducts(fromthe BEA).
IR

Real residentialfixed investment,seasonallyadjusted,billions
of chain 1992 dollars. Source: NIPA. Interpolated using
monthlydata on housing starts,manufacturers'shipmentsof
constructionmaterials, supplies, intermediateproducts, and
real value of new constructionof privatelyowned residential
buildings(from the BEA); and constructionsuppliescomponent of industrialproduction(fromthe Boardof Governorsof
the FederalReserveSystem).

PC

InternationalMonetary Fund's index of world commodity
prices. Source: International Financial Statistics.

PCM

Crudematerialscomponentof the producerprice index, seasonally adjustedindex, 1982 = 100. Source:BLS.

U

Civilian unemploymentrate, seasonally adjusted, percent.
Source:BLS.

W

Wage earnings,seasonallyadjusted,dollarsper hour. Source:
datafrom 1964onwardarefromthe Bureauof LaborStatistics,
Employment and Earnings. Pre-1964 data are based on our

regressions,using actualmanufacturingdata for 1959-63 as
explanatoryvariables.
Y

Real GDP, seasonallyadjusted,billionsof chain 1992 dollars.
Source:NIPA. Interpolatedusing monthlydataon totalindustrial production(from the Boardof Governorsof the Federal
ReserveSystem),civilianemploymentfor age sixteenyearsor
older (fromthe Bureauof LaborStatistics,EmploymentSitutation), retail sales (from the BEA) deflated by consumer
prices, real personalconsumptionexpenditures(fromNIPA),
and the NationalAssociationof PurchasingManagers'Composite Index.
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B

The Prior
THIS APPENDIX outlines our approach.For sufficient detail on the prior

to actually use our methods, and for an appreciationof the numerical
and mathematicalconsiderationsthat lead us to this particularform,
see Sims and Zha (1996).
We postulateajoint normalprior,initiallywith a diagonalcovariance
matrix, on the elements of AOthat are not constrainedto zero. In the
case of reduced form models, we choose an orderingof the variables
that constrainsAO
to be triangular,an exactly identifiednormalization.
We then specify a joint normal prior on all the coefficients in A,
s > 0, conditional on AO.To make the priorcenter on specificationsin
which reducedform models for individualvariablesare randomwalks,
we make the conditional mean of AlIAO
be AOitself, while the conditional mean of AsIAo, s > 1 is zero. The prior standarddeviations of
the elements of the ASmatricesshrinkas s increases, andthese elements
are initially taken as uncorrelated.It may seem that this approachconstructingthe prior from a marginalon AOand a conditional distribution for AsIA0, s > 1-is roundaboutand complicated, but it turns
out to be critical to making the method numericallyfeasible in large
models.
On this base prior we layer additionalcomponents, constructedas
dummy observations. The dummy observations induce correlations
across elements of A in the prior. The dummyobservationsexpress the
belief that no-changeforecasts of the model's variablesare likely to be
quite good. Of special note is that in large dynamic systems like this,
the phenomenonthat producesthe well-known bias towardstationarity
in least-squaresestimatorsproduces a bias toward deterministiccomponents of the model explaining implausiblylarge fractionsof the historicallyobservedvariationin the data. We findthatthis type of dummy
observationalso expresses the belief that models thatexplain too much
with deterministiccomponents are implausible. It appearsthat using
such dummyobservationsis essential in orderto obtainsensible results
in models of this scale, yet conventionaltime-series diagnostic testing
might not reveal this bias at work (this point is discussed furtherin
Sims and Zha, 1996).
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Althoughthese priorsmay seem complicated,they arenot influential
on the characterof the results. In small models, in which the bias toward
excessively strong deterministiccomponents is not great, a flat prior
and our priorproducequite similarresults. Ourpriortends to make the
estimated impulse responses smoother, without changing their overall
form. We do not manipulatethe prior to make results look more reasonable, except in the case of the soft zero constraintsin the prior on
A, as discussed in the text.

Comments
and Discussion

Robert E. Hall: This is roughly the fifteenth anniversaryof Sims's
original promulgationof the vector autoregressionas a tool for macroeconomic research.' For a while, it seemed thatthe VAR was mainly a
vehicle for unproductivedatamining. Little attentionwas paid to identification-arbitrary triangularrestrictionswere assumed. One hearda
lot of stories, not much science. But Sims himself was never a storyteller. In its second decade, the VAR came into its own as a research
tool. Carefulattentionto identification,based on reasonableeconomic
theory, has become the standard.In additionto Sims himself, the leaders in this area have been Olivier Blanchard,MarkWatson, and Ben
Bernanke.
This paper, with Leeper and Zha, is a comprehensivereview of the
evidence on the role of monetarypolicy in the identifiedVAR framework. The two questions consideredin the paperare: How large is the
spontaneousrandomelement of monetarypolicy? And how much of
the movement of real GDP can be attributedto the spontaneouscomponent?
Let me say somethingaboutthe econometricframeworkused in the
paper. The basic statistical model is

y

=

CE,

where y is a vector of observed innovations in key macroeconomic
variables;E is a vector of underlyingfundamentaldriving forces, in1. Sims (1980b).
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cluding the spontaneouselements of monetarypolicy; and C is a matrix
showing the dependenceof the variableson the driving forces.
Anotherway to write this class of models is
Ay=

E,

where A is C', the matrixof the structuralrelations among the variables. Suppose thatA (or, equivalently, C) is known-that is, suppose
that theory tells one how each driving force affects each observed
macroeconomicvariable. The covariancematrixof the innovations, fQ
= V(y), can be directly observed. It is left to infer the covariance
matrix of the underlying driving forces, E
V(E). This can be recovered directly from
A'V(y)A = A'fQA

=

Also, one can recover the values of the driving forces from
E = Ay.

Note that the covariance matrix E has N(N - 1)/2 distinct offdiagonals. One can calculate, ratherthan assume, this many elements
of A, if one assumes that these covariances are zero. As the authors
mention, this assumptionis standardin the VAR approach,whereas it
is not generally made within the traditional simultaneous equations
framework.
If one takes the hardline that one knows all of the structuralcoefficients, in either the C sense or the A sense, then one can answer the
two questions immediately:one can calculate the driving forces, including randommoney, and calculatethe partof the movementsof real
GDP that are attributableto that component (and to each of the other
components).
Note that when one considers C or A known, one does not impose
the restrictionthat the driving forces be uncorrelatedwith each other.
Whenone calculatesthe covariancematrixof the drivingforces, it will
have nonzero off-diagonal elements. This is where the computational
effort andeconometricexcitementcome in. One can use the assumption
that the N(N - 1)/2 distinct off-diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix are zero in order to determinethe values of that many of the
coefficients of C or A. That leaves one with the need to use prior
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knowledge, derived from theory, to determinethe remainingelements
of C or A.
The naturalframeworkfor handlingpriorinformationis thatof Bayesian statistics. This paperis a pioneeringeffort to applyBayesianthinking to the VAR framework.It does so in two ways. First, it imposes
mildly held beliefs that the coefficients in the C or A matrices are not
too large, and that the most likely forecast is that the currentvalues of
the variables will be the same as the lagged values. This procedure
tames the tendency for VARs with many variables to overfit the data
and have implausibledynamics.
Second, following my suggestion at the Brookings Panel meeting,
the authorsexperimentwith prior restrictionson the A matrixthat are
less thanfully dogmatic. These soft zero restrictionsresultin intractable
numericalproblems, however. For the moment, it is necessary to be
completely dogmatic about the crucial restrictions that identify the
model and make it possible to give names to the shocks. Either one
knows for sure that a coefficient has a particularvalue, usually zero, or
one does not have a clue.
The paper's econometric frameworkis well suited to dealing with
the authors'basic questions. The coefficient matrices,A or C, tell what
part of an observed monetaryvariable (an element of y, such as Ml,
reserves, or interestrates) is inducedby otherforces (othercomponents
of e) and what is the result of the spontaneouscomponent. There are
some hints that it would be interestingto look at upperbounds on the
size and importanceof the spontaneouselement. Although this idea is
not really formulatedor pursuedin the paper, I think it should be.
The spontaneouselement of a monetaryvariable cannot be larger,
one might suppose, than the innovationin that variable. A model with
only zeroes in the row of C that correspondsto the monetaryvariable,
except for the element correspondingto the spontaneouselement of
monetarypolicy, provides a bound on the size of the spontaneouselement of monetarypolicy. This is exactly what the models of figures 3,
4, and 6 do-the triangularmodels. They show that even if the monetary variable is taken as either MI or total reserves and its innovation
is takento be completely spontaneous,the randomelement nonetheless
has little role in the movementof real GDP.
If the point of the paper were only to show that the spontaneous
element of monetarypolicy has little effect on real output, it could end
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here. All the rest of the paperworkson removingfrommonetarypolicy
variables the portion that is induced by currentdevelopments in the
economy. That is unnecessaryfor the main thesis.
The first attemptto deal with the induced element of the monetary
variablesrelies on the restrictionsin the firstinformaltable, with results
given in figure5. Thereis a problemhere, andin all seriously identified
VARs, whose solution escapes me. The restrictions in this table are
statedin termsof the A matrix,which shows how the observedvariables
interactwith one another.The basic question, and much of the discussion, relate to its inverse, the C matrix. The zero restrictions in the
table map into complicatedrestrictionson C. The problemshows up in
the firstcolumn, where the names of the E impulses are listed alongside
those of the variables:the namesof variablesandimpulsesarecarefully
distinguished. What one would like to know, but cannot completely
figure out from the table, are the restrictionson the way each impulse
enters each observed variable.
The authors' restrictions, asserted with dogmatic certainty, are
hardlycompelling. Those on the upperright say thatneithermoney nor
interest rates affect output or prices in the same month. They do not
claim that the immediate effect is small, but that it is strictly zero.
Those on the lower left say that there is no response induced in money
by output or price developments in the same month. I agree that the
within-montheffects of money and interest on output and prices are
probablyfairly small, but that does not make them literally zero. And
I have an even strongersuspicion that the Fed gets some inkling about
outputand prices within the month and respondsto that inkling.
Again, the identificationcomes fromthe certainknowledgethatthese
four restrictionsare true. It must not be interpretedas a belief that the
effects are small, because "small" would have to be judged in relation
to other effects whose magnitudecannotbe known withoutthe restrictions. This underscoresthe potentialvalue of a full Bayesian treatment
of the priorinformation.
It would appearthat the authorsarrivedat these restrictionsthrough
informal Bayesianism. With respect to figure 5, they find the results
plausible because the F column mirrorswhat they think a monetary
policy variableought to do to the four key macroeconomicvariables.
This model probablyoverstates the spontaneouselement of monetary
policy by ruling out changes induced by output or prices, so that it
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shares the upper-boundcharacterof the triangularresults. Thus it is
significant that the model finds almost no role for the spontaneous
element of monetarypolicy in the determinationof output.
The next part of the paper discusses earlier work based on strong
restrictions-shown in the second informaltable-that bar immediate
effects of monetarypolicy on outputor prices but do considerfeedback
fromthose variablesto monetarypolicy. This workis concernedmainly
with untanglingmonetaryinstrumentsand does not pay much attention
to the effect of spontaneousmonetarypolicy on output. I think it is fair
to say that almost everything that one could learn on that issue could
be learnedfrom the simple triangularmodel suggested by this table, if
therewerejust a single monetaryindicator.In effect, one would regress
the indicatoron all the othercontemporaneousinnovationsandtreatthe
residual as the spontaneouselement of monetarypolicy.
The remainderof the paper looks at quite large models in pretty
muchthe frameworkof the restrictionsof the firstinformaltable. These
restrictionsdiffer greatly from those in the existing literature,because
they exclude monetarypolicy responses inducedby outputand prices.
I am skeptical of the payoff from such complexity. Given the shaky
basis for identification-that the Fed does not get even the smallest hint
about what is currentlygoing on in the economy-what does one gain
by putting in so many indicators?The statementin the conclusion that
one can be moreconfidentaboutthe truthof this fundamentalhypothesis
with more variablesdoes not grab me.
Nonetheless, I think the substance of the conclusion is absolutely
right: the spontaneouselement of monetarypolicy is small, and it is
not a majordeterminantof movementsof real GDP. The paper seems
somewhatout of touch with the historyof its sampleperiod. Those who
believe that monetarypolicy is an importantindependentdriving force
point to episodes in the 1960s and early 1970s. There was, after all, a
watershedin monetarypolicy in 1979, when Paul Volcker took over at
the FederalReserve. And I have not heardanybodycall the Greenspan
Fed a random, independentcontributorto fluctuations. At the same
time, the residuals from a Taylor rule in 1972-73 underArthurBurns
arehuge. One of the interestingfeaturesof the Bayesianapproachtaken
in this paper is that it makes it practical to study separateVARs for
different subperiods.
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Ben S. Bernanke: This is a brilliant paper that repays close study.
Using vector autoregressionmethods an order of magnitudemore sophisticatedthanthose introducedinto economics by Sims in his famous
1980 paper-but similarin spirit-Leeper, Sims, andZha extractfrom
the aggregatetime-series data a surprisinglylarge amountof information about the effects on the economy of innovationsin monetarypolicy.' The only broadobjection that one might consider making to this
work is that in its sophistication it has departedfrom the appealing
simplicity of the originalVAR studies andmoved closer to the complex
econometric models that were the subject of Sims's original critique.
This objection would be largely unfair, however. First, the simple fact
is that reality is complicated, and a useful econometric methodology
must be able to accommodatethat fact. Second, relative to traditional
simultaneousequationeconometricmodels, the authors'methodology
makesmore exhaustiveuse of the dynamicrelationshipsin the dataand
does so in the context of a full-system, ratherthan an equation-byequation, estimation technique.

The paperbuilds on and synthesizes what has become a fairly large
VAR literatureon the effects of monetarypolicy. A key insight of this
literature is that the traditional monetarist approach of regressing
changes in a macroeconomicvariable(such as output)on changes in a
lagged monetarypolicy measure (such as MI growth) cannot identify
the effects of monetarypolicy. The problemis that policy is not exogenous, but respondsto the state of the economy. Hence, for example,
the findingthat cnanges in outputfollow changes in the money supply
cannotdistinguishbetweenthe hypothesesthat, on the one hand, money
supply changes cause changes in output, and on the other hand, both
changes in the money supply and subsequent changes in output are
caused by some thirdfactor.
The responseof the VAR literatureto this identificationproblemhas
been to focus on the effects of innovations-that is, random, unanticipatedchanges-in monetarypolicy. If policy innovationsareproperly
identified, the inference that subsequentchanges in the economy are
caused by the policy changes is valid. In practice, however, the VARbased approachhas difficulties of its own. First, the identified policy
1. Sims (1980b).
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innovations must be truly exogenous with respect to the state of the
economy-arising, for example, from exogenous changes in policy
preferences,technical errorsin implementingpolicy, or noisy contemporaneousdata-not reflections of the Federal Reserve's information
aboutcurrentor futureeconomic developments.If what is identifiedas
a policy innovation is, in fact, a reaction by the Fed to information
aboutthe economy, not known or accountedfor by the econometrician,
then incorrectinferences will be drawnaboutthe effect of policy. This
problem presumably underlies the liquidity puzzle and price puzzle
phenomenadiscussed both in the earlier literatureand in this paper.
The second problem is that, as in the earlier monetaristliterature,the
results depend on an appropriatechoice of policy indicator-that is,
the indicatormustbe such thatits innovationsaredue to policy changes,
not to some other factor. If, for example, MI is chosen as the policy
indicator, but most statisticalinnovationsin MI arise from changes in
money demand ratherthan innovations in monetarypolicy, then the
VAR-based approachwill again yield the wrong inferences.
The technical advance that allows the presentpaperto addressboth
of these problems is the use of Bayesian methods to save degrees of
freedom in estimation, which, in turn, permitsthe estimationof much
largersystems. These largersystems can include a longer list of informationvariables, such as asset prices; to the extent thatthe broaderset
of variables approximatelyspans the informationset used by the Fed
to makepolicy decisions, the firsttype of bias noted above is mitigated.
Larger systems also permit the inclusion of a more complete set of
potentialpolicy indicators(such as interestrates, reservemeasures,and
monetaryaggregates), as well as more indicatorsof economic activity
(such as residentialconstruction),which makes it possible to compare
a varietyof alternativeidentificationsof policy in the same system. The
analysis of the robustnessof earlier VAR-based results in the context
of larger, more complete systems is the majorcontributionof the paper.
Much of the paperis devoted to discussion of methodologicalissues
and to the alternativemodels and identificationsthat the authorshave
tried. Because of its focus on methodology, it has relatively little to
say on how monetarypolicy works (that is, channels of transmission)
or on how it should be used. The substantiveconclusions that I took
away are (1) that effects of monetarypolicy on the economy can be
robustly identified and are "plausible," in the sense of conforming
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qualitativelyto conventionalwisdom; (2) thatinterestrates, such as the
federal funds rate or the Treasurybill rate, are better indicators of
monetarypolicy than are reservesor monetaryaggregates;(3) thatover
the past thirty-five years monetary policy innovations have made a
relatively small contributionto the overall variances of output and
prices in the U.S. economy; and (4) that monetary policy responds
strongly to the economy-that is, there is a large endogenous component to policy. I do not necessarily disagree with any of these, but I
have a few comments on conclusions 2 and 3, as well as a few related
remarksabout the econometrics.
In regard to conclusion 2, it should be said that the superiorityof
interestrate indicatorsof policy comes as no surprisewhen one considers how central banks actually operate, not only in the United States
but in virtually all developed countries. Currently,almost all central
banks smooth overnight (or other very short-term)interestrates, moving their interest rate targets only when deliberately changing their
policy stances. This focus on interest rates in the short and medium
runs implies that, since changes in the demandfor money or reserves
are almost entirely accommodatedby the centralbank, innovationsin
money or reserves typically mostly reflect demand shocks ratherthan
policy changes. These observationslead to two criticisms of the paper.
First, since operatingproceduresprovidean importantclue to the choice
of the correct policy indicator, why did the authorsnot explicitly use
more informationon operatingproceduresin the identificationof the
model? In my work with Blinder and, particularly,with Mihov, cited
by the authors, I have found that explicit estimation of Fed operating
proceduresprovides a useful way of identifying the policy indicator
without having to rely as much as the presentpaperdoes on the "reasonableness" of impulse response functions as a criterion.2Indeed, in
critiquing the work of some earlier authors, Leeper, Sims, and Zha
makeinformalargumentson the basis of what is knownaboutoperating
proceduresand the institutional structureof the market for bank reserves; more of this type of reasoning could have been incorporated
into the estimation.
Further,when one recognizes that the optimal policy indicatordepends on the operatingprocedureand the institutionalstructure,one is
2. Bernankeand Blinder(1992); Bernankeand Mihov (1995).
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also forced to admit that the best policy indicator may change over
time. For example, Mihov and I find-in line with conventional wisdom-that during 1979-82, the Fed targetednonborrowedreserves to
a much greaterextent than before or since. Thereforeit would not be
appropriateto use the federal funds rate as a policy indicatorfor that
period. Similarly, it is often argued that the Fed did not adopt funds
rate targetinguntil the latterhalf of the 1960s. Othercountries, such as
Germanyand Japan,have experiencedeven more sweeping changes in
operating procedure and institutions over the past few decades. The
authors'approachignores the possibility of such changes by assuming
an invariantmodel-in this application,for the entireperiod 1959-96.
This is a shortcoming, but one that might be overcome, for example,
by allowing for breaks in some subset of the model's parameters.
With respect to conclusion 3, my inclinationis to ask, first, is it true
that monetary policy shocks have been unimportantin the postwar
period? And second, if it is true, so what? One reason why I am not
sure that it is true is precisely the large numberof variablesincluded in
these systems; while it is hardto judge the numberof degrees of freedom in a Bayesian setup, overfitting-and hence an artificially small
estimate of the policy residuals-seems to be a possibility. Also, is the
one-month-aheadforecast errorthe rightchoice of focus in judging the
varianceof policy shocks? It may be, for example, that a forecasterror
of longer horizon is the relevant one for product and labor markets,
where nominalcontracts(both implicit and explicit) might well last for
more than a month.
And even if one agrees that monetarypolicy shocks explain a small
portion of the variance in output and prices over the past thirty years,
this is only one of several interesting questions that might be asked
aboutpostwarU.S. monetarypolicy. First, the within-samplevariance
decompositionssay nothingaboutthe potentialreal effects of monetary
policy-which experiences like the GreatDepression and the Volcker
disinflation suggest are large. To use a perhapsstrainedanalogy, nuclear explosions accountfor approximately0 percentof outputvariation
in the U.S. economy over the past thirty years, but that fact is not
informativeaboutwhat would happenif nuclearweaponswere actually
used. To assess the potential of monetarypolicy to move output, one
shouldfocus on impulseresponsefunctionsratherthanvariancedecompositions (andperhapsconsiderthe effects of "large" ratherthan "typ-
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ical" innovationsin monetarypolicy). Second, the resultthatmonetary
policy shocks have played a small role in output variation does not
prove that policy was conducted well during the sample period (although a small degree of unpredictabilityis a featureof good monetary
policy). In particular,as is well known, this exercise says nothingabout
the effects of anticipatedmonetary policy-or, equivalently, of the
monetarypolicy rule-on the economy. Figuring out how to analyze
policy rules in a frameworkof this sort remainsan importantunsolved
problem.
Let me finish where I began, however-with praise. This excellent
paper strengthensmy belief that identifiedVAR methods are currently
the best available means of measuringthe effects of monetarypolicy
changes on the economy. Explaining the detailed dynamic patterns
found here and in related work should be a majorobjective of modern
macroeconomictheory.
General discussion: N. Gregory Mankiw noted that there are two
strandsof literatureexaminingthe behaviorof the FederalReserve:one
involves estimatingpolicy reactionfunctions, of which identifiedVARs
are an example;the other, startedby David andChristinaRomer, looks
directly at minutes of the Fed's Open MarketCommittee to identify
spontaneous shifts in monetary policy. To a large extent, these two
strandshave ignoredeach others' existence. Romerand Romer's paper
suggests that every recession has been preceded by a shift in policy,
while the VARs suggest that exogenous monetarypolicy changes explain only a small portionof economic fluctuations.Mankiwwondered
how these two views could be reconciled. Sims noted thatthe Romers'
dummy is not constructedby looking for exogenous randomchanges
in policy, but ratherfor times at which inflationis explicitly raised as
a concern in the Fed's meeting. This makes it a strong candidate for
endogeneity. Leeper noted that a study by Matthew Shapiro in fact
indicatesthe Romers' dummyfor policy shifts is endogenous. He suggested that if their dummy were used in a small VAR system in place
of other measureson monetarypolicy, it would almost surely imply a
price puzzle. If it were used in a larger model, such as those in the
paper, it would be insignificant.
James Duesenberrywelcomed the paper's contribution,noting that
althoughthe professionhas long recognizedthe difficultyof estimating
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the effects of exogenous policy actions, given that much of policy is
endogenous, satisfactoryanswers are still far away. He suggested that
the authors'approachmight benefitfrommakinguse of the information
actually available to the Open MarketCommitteewhen it meets. One
example is the time series constructedby Steve McNeiss of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston, which draws on the Fed's Green Books that
are used in making staff forecasts of unemploymentand inflationat the
time of the meetings. Such data might allow a better identificationof
which macroeconomicvariablesenter the Fed's reactionfunction.
Several panelists discussed the paper's heavy emphasis on identification of the innovations and its relative inattentionto the economic
structure.Duesenberryworried that these new models paid even less
attention to the logic of a priori restrictions than the old-fashioned
macroeconometricmodels. He noted that any research needs to start
from assumptions and priors, but such informationis likely to be as
valuable in specifying the economic structureof the model as in restrictingthe innovationerrors. Mankiwfound it ironic that Sims, who
had developed the VAR methodology to diminish the extent to which
macroeconomicmodels rely on a tremendousnumberof what he had
called incredibleidentifyingassumptionson the structure,has, with his
coauthors, had to returnto making many similar assumptionsin order
to identify policy effects.
BenjaminFriedmanexpressed reservationsabout prospects for discovering the effects of the systematic component of monetarypolicy
through the lens of nonsystematic variability. The problems in this
approachare readily illustratedby the authors'own finding of a price
puzzle, which arises in the small VARs: a rise in interestratesforecasts
a rise in prices, exactly because the rise in interest rates is not really
an unpredictableevent, but instead, a reactionof the marketor the Fed
to a forecast of future inflationthat is not capturedin the VAR. Even
the eighteen-variablemodel in the paperis unlikely to accountfor every
variable that enters the Fed's forecast. If variables are left out, many
misrepresentationsanalogousto the pricepuzzle could still arise. Given
the limited numberof observationsin any time series, merely adding
variables eventually reduces the estimated exogenous component to
nearzero, and hence the estimatewill be very unreliablefor an entirely
differentreason. This problemis not specific to the paper, but applies
to the methodology in general. It may never be sufficientto use what-
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ever a given VAR delivers as the independentcomponentof monetary
policy in orderto identify the effects of the systematic component.
Duesenberrywas also concerned with the identificationstrategyof
the paper, which attempts to learn how monetarypolicy affects the
economy by studyingthe reactionsof the economy to small deviations
of policy from an essentially invariantpolicy reaction function. In his
view the big question is how the system would perform if the Fed
followed a quite different policy rule. Duesenberrywould have preferredmore attentionto possible changesin the reactionfunctionduring
the sample period, and to their consequence. Robert Gordon agreed,
questioningwhetherit was appropriateto treatthe period from 1960 to
the present, and especially 1979-82, as a single sample. Similarly,
Friedmanspeculatedthat including data from the 1960s contributesto
a finding that movements of money predict movements in real output
(as shown in the three-variableVAR). If there ever was such an effect,
his own research suggests that its influence is much smaller in the
present day.
Sims emphasized a point made in the paper: although the authors
show that unanticipatedmonetarypolicy changes make only a small
contributionto output and price variation, this is not tantamountto
showing that systematic policy is unimportant.The paper does show
that the only basis for concluding that policy is causing, ratherthan
being caused by, output and price movements is the innovations. It is
not enough to note that monetarycontractionsprecede recessions. The
difficultyin findinglarge andsignificanteffects frompolicy innovations
meansuncertaintyremainsas to whetherthe Fed's anti-inflationpolicies
have a large effect.
There was considerable disagreementover the identifying zero restrictions innovations on GDP and other productionvariables, motivated by the belief that the Fed could not observe them within the
month. Some panelists, including Gordon and LaurenceMeyer, said
that the data are only known with a lag and agreedthat the restrictions
are valid. However, George Perry argued that the Fed could still get
informationabout variableswithin the month-even Fed governorsgo
shopping, and some indicators, such as car sales, are known with only
a few days' lag. More important,preflowdata that anticipatethe main
output variables are available to the Fed. Housing starts anticipate
residential construction, and equipment orders anticipate equipment
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production and purchases. In the opposite vein, Friedman asked
whetherit was appropriateto supposethatthe Fed could observe movements in money (either M1 or M2) within the month, given the lags
anderrorsin datacollection and, especially, seasonalcorrections.Even
the Fed's definition of money changed within the sample period, and
this choice was influencedby past predictivepower of money for output. Gordonalso questionedthe exclusion restrictions,arguingthat he
could build a case for reversing all of the inclusions and exclusions of
the model. Sims responded that it does not matterthat the excluded
coefficients are exactly zero, but only that they be small relative to the
othercoefficients. If they are not relativelysmall, the identificationwill
be weak and the model will not work well.
Noting the rich praise that Alan Greenspan has received for his
conduct of monetarypolicy, Duesenberrysuggested that there is little
evidence that the Fed has gotten much better at monetarypolicy. In
Duesenberry's view, policy has always been accommodationpunctuated by occasional panic, though the panic may be systematic in
reactingto inflationover a certainlevel. Thatthe Fed underGreenspan
has not been called on to panic does not mean that it would not do so
if the situationarose. In many respects, the early 1960s was similar to
today: the Fed was trying to forestall future inflation with gradual
preemptiveinterestrate increases. Vietnamended that experiment,but
the people making policy then do not seem to have been so different
from those making policy today.
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